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The purpose of this study is to empirically test if the efficient market hypothesis (EMH) holds 
in the Egyptian, Nigerian and South African stock market indices: arguably Africa’s three most 
important financial markets. To test whether the hypothesis holds, the study applied several 
trade strategies to examine if profitable opportunities (above market benchmarks) exist within 
these markets. The trade strategies applied included the momentum strategies such as the 
moving average and the trade range break-out. Parametric and non-parametric comparative 
tests in the form of the two-sample t-test and Wilcoxon Rank Sum test were employed to 
ascertain if the profits generated by the trade strategies exceeded the market benchmarks. The 
dissertation tested for data snooping biases within the trade strategies by employing White’s 
Reality Check. Ultimately, the findings were that South Africa's Johannesburg Stock Exchange 
(JSE) was the most efficient market and that the Nigerian Stock Exchange was the least 
efficient market. This conforms with earlier studies where more advanced financial markets 
are observed to be efficient compared to less advanced ones. These findings suggest that there 
are better profitability opportunities in Egypt and Nigeria relative to South Africa, using the 
trade strategies applied in this study. However, these profitable opportunities are only enjoyed 
in the short run as evidence from the literature suggests that as markets develop and information 
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Introduction to Study 
1.1 Background to the Study 
Most research and general analyses of stock markets has been conducted in developed 
markets (see Malkiel, 2003; Lim & Brooks, 2006; Bonga-Bonga, 2012; Chen & Metghalchi, 
2012; Phiri, 2015). Although it is understood that the full potential of African markets is yet to 
be realised, the profitability of African financial markets must still be further researched (Smith 
& Dyakova, 2014). Currently, there is a dearth in research of African financial markets. Despite 
this seeming lack of empirical research, some developing economies’ stock markets can be 
observed to perform remarkably well compared to developed economies' markets. For 
example, Zimbabwe and Ghana’s composite market indices have produced respective total 
returns of 129% and 52% in the 2017 calendar year, according Bloomberg data. In the same 
period, according to the Global Index Group (2018), the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) 
composite offered a total return of 16%. As in developed markets, most investors in African 
stock markets try to use existing and new trading methods to outperform1 the market. However, 
would it be possible to consistently outperform the markets? According to the Efficient Market 
Hypothesis (EMH), it is not possible (Van Horne & Parker, 1967). The EMH states that market 
efficiency causes existing share prices to always incorporate and reflect all relevant information 
(Fama, 1966). This essentially means that the current price/index is the correct price based on 
all available information, and that future prices and movements are unpredictable. This implies 
that profits which exceed market benchmarks cannot be generated consistently over time. 
 
1 Where outperformance of market indicates the ability to earn a higher profitability than other investors who 




 Despite the theoretical attractiveness of the EMH, the empirical evidence remains 
diverse, as shown by the following researchers: Park and Irwin (2007) studied US futures 
indices between 1960 and 2004 to test if some momentum-based trade strategies such as the 
directional movement technique could outperform the benchmarks. They observed that profits 
gained by using these trade techniques did not significantly exceed the market benchmark. Park 
and Irwin (2007) illustrated that the buy and sell signals generated by the techniques were 
slightly more profitable until the early to mid-1980s period, after which the profitability 
opportunities reduced. The authors found that profits after the mid-1980s decreased because of 
decreases in market volatility. They concluded that these decreases in market volatility were 
caused by the development of the market. Zhou, Jiang, Li and Zhu (2015) studied the Shanghai 
and Shenzhen stock markets from 1991 to 2013. Zhou et al. (2015) used the variable moving 
average and trade range break techniques to test the profitability of the markets and observed 
that generating returns beyond market benchmarks was not achievable. Park and Irwin (2007) 
and Zhou et al. (2015) concluded that the technical trade techniques were profitable only when 
transaction costs were not considered, which implied that the market had incorporated 
transaction fees, and completely conformed with the EMH. Both studies concluded that the 
respective markets were efficient.  
Contrary to the findings of Park and Irwin (2007) and Zhou et al. (2015), Januškevicius 
(2003) and Milieška (2004) both found profitable technical trade strategies in the Lithuanian 
stock market (LITIN-G index) in their two separate papers. While Januškevicius (2003) found 
trade strategies used in the market to be profitable outright relative to benchmarks, Milieška 
(2004) tested Januškevicius’s findings and observed only subsets of the Lithuanian market to 
be profitable. Similar to Januškevicius (2003), Milieška (2004) used moving average and filter 




showed that only the most liquid2 subsets of the Lithuanian stock markets were market 
efficient, and that non-conformity to the theory was often driven by a lack of liquidity. Milieška 
found her trading techniques to produce excessive returns and concluded that the market was 
not efficient during the period. 
Although the EMH theory has been empirically tested for decades in the markets of 
industrialised countries, research in developing economies,3 especially African countries, 
remains scarce. One of the African studies came from Smith and Dyakova (2014), who tested 
for market efficiency using the random walk approach, despite minor data challenges such as 
thin trade and/or low liquidity of the stock markets. To test market efficiency, they performed 
variance ratio tests, which aimed to assess whether the market return followed a martingale4 
process. Their research considered the stock markets of Egypt, Kenya, Mauritius, Morocco, 
Nigeria, South Africa, Tunisia and Zambia, through an observation period from February 1998 
to December 2011. The study ranked the nations according to their respective degrees of market 
efficiency. This helped determine if African nations with more advanced and developed stock 
markets exhibited more efficiency than the compared nations. However, further research in the 
region should be conducted for more conclusive outcomes. 
In the past, several factors have hindered research in these African countries such as 
non-availability of quality data, less developed financial markets, and political growth and 
earnings (return) uncertainties. In addition to these, investors were previously discouraged to 
take interest as less favourable frameworks existed, which discouraged investment into the 
capital markets of nations of higher sovereign risk/poor investment grade. Despite political 
uncertainties and at times social unrest on the African continent, there have been improvements 
 
2 Liquidity refers to the volume of trades taking place in each period. See Smith and Dyakova (2014). Liquidity 
is a necessary property of competitive pricing. 
3 Developing countries (as defined by the World Bank and the UN World Economic Situation and Prospects 
report) are low and middle-income countries whose individual GNI per capita is less than $12,475. 
4 A martingale is the time series property that shows prior data points have no predictive power for successive 




in the nations' respective financial sectors. For example, in 2018 Nigeria launched its Green 
Bond market development programme to strengthen its Debt Capital Markets (DCM) activity, 
following South Africa and the USA which launched in 2017 and 2012 respectively 
(Bloomberg, OECD). These types of initiatives tend to improve company and market 
transparency, which improves the quality of data and has now afforded researchers the 
opportunity to more reliably test the EMH in developing economies’ markets using more 
frequent data. 
Broader research into African stock markets has shown three nations (South Africa, 
Nigeria and Egypt) to be more influential compared to other African countries. The Nanyang 
Technological University School of Business (NTUSB) in Singapore published a 2016 report 
that ranked the performances of Sub-Saharan African (SSA) stock markets using market 
capitalisation, trade volumes and company listings. South Africa and Nigeria were ranked first 
and second respectively. Our selected nations of Egypt, Nigeria and South Africa also had the 
most listed companies on their stock markets as of 2010 (proxy for transparency and 
development), the start date of the analysis in this dissertation, and their stock markets were 
more competitive than most of those on the African continent (Adrianaivo & Yartley, 2010). 
In 2017, PriceWaterhouseCoopers (PWC) and Africa Capital Markets Watch also identified 
that Egypt, Nigeria and South Africa have the stock exchanges with the largest market 
capitalisation in Africa, each greater than USD30bn. In addition, as these nations represented 
the most mature African markets, the data concerns were minimised, and the observed daily 
data would not require the thin-trade corrections which had previously reduced the robustness 
of conclusions. These nations were also diverse with respect to political outlook and 
contributions from their financial sectors to GDP growth. 
 Fama (1991), Malkiel (2003) and Lim and Brooks (2006) noted that there are only two 




either the profitability method or the random walk method. The profitability method examines 
the profitability of a set of trading strategies based on past returns. The returns of the trade 
strategies are compared to the benchmark returns, often through a two-sample t-test. The two-
sample t-test is used to compare the means of the benchmark returns against the trade strategy 
returns. If the test suggests that a statistically significant difference in the returns exists, it 
implies that the population means differ. If the trade strategies successfully outperform the 
market, it implies a sluggishness in transfer of information (Degutis & Novicktye, 2014) and 
illustrates that the market is not efficiently pricing. The random walk method is based on the 
unpredictability of expected returns from past price changes. This method tests the returns for 
deviations from a random walk process through statistical tests such as the unit root test (Phiri, 
2015), the variance ratio test (Smith & Dyakova, 2014) and a test for nonlinear serial 
dependence (Shaker, 2013). If the returns deviate significantly from a random walk process, it 
implies that public information exists which is not reflected in the price, meaning that the 
market is not considered efficient. Between the two, the profitability method is simpler to 
interpret compared to a model which is based on the random walk hypothesis. The profitability 
method has been the less popular testing method of the two and has not been used in our 
selected developing nations. Prior Africa-based EMH research such as Osayuwu (2012) and 
Smith and Dyakova (2014) used the random walk method to test efficiency. Hence, conducting 
another random walk test would prove repetitive and not add significant value to the set of 
African stock market efficiency research. 
The broad profitable trading strategies that any portfolio manager would select fall into 
some form of fundamental analysis or technical analysis (Turner, 2007). These methods help 
ascertain if the share is under-priced or over-priced and allow the trader to analyse and/or 
predict the stock’s forward price. Fundamental analysis is the traditional approach to valuing a 




sheet figures such as inventories, revenues and expenses, annual growth rates and assets and 
liabilities (Murphy, 1999). Fundamental analysis is used when the investor is planning to invest 
on a longer-term horizon (Hallett, 2012). Technical analysis is solely based on the analysis of 
historical price fluctuations (Hallett, 2012). It utilises patterns or trends in prior prices to predict 
future prices on shorter-term horizons, making it a more reactive strategy to arbitrage 
opportunities, and matches the higher frequency data (Kwon & Kish, 2002). Hence, for 
adequate testing, technical analysis was selected as our strategy to test the efficient market 
hypothesis. 
 In summary, most EMH research has been based outside Africa. Lim & Brooks (2006) 
highlighted this bias towards developed economies when they identified 92 market research 
papers between 1965 to 2005, of which 52 were based on the USA. As highlighted above, the 
reasons for the lack of academic interest in the past were valid. However, even when the interest 
in developing nations began to rise, data constraints such as thin trade made it difficult to 
conduct meaningful EMH research in Africa (Osayuwu, 2012). The post-independence 
political uncertainty which characterised African countries appeared to have impacted foreign 
perceptions, which in extreme cases led to sanctions/embargoes that had repercussions on the 
markets. Due to embracing the best practice for data collection of international bodies such as 
the World Bank and International Monetary Fund (IMF), as well as general globalization,5 the 
data available is now conducive to testing market efficiency. 
Our results showed that the technical trade strategies exceeded the market benchmarks 
for profitability in the Nigerian stock market. The trade strategies also exceeded the Egyptian 
market benchmarks, but to a lesser extent than for Nigeria. In South Africa, not a single trade 
strategy statistically exceeded the benchmark returns. This was consistent with some of the 
 
5 Globalization refers to the spread of ideas, technologies, culture and capital between different regions in the 




prior literature such as the work of Smith and Dyakova (2014) who identified that smaller, less 
developed and illiquid markets are generally less efficient than more developed markets. South 
Africa, by our metrics, had the most advanced financial market among the studied nations. 
 
1.2 Problem Statement 
The Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) states that market efficiency causes existing 
share prices to always incorporate and reflect all relevant information (Fama, 1966), and that 
the results in African developing stock markets remain diverse. We tested to ascertain if the 
data from the South African, Nigerian and Egyptian stock markets supported the EMH theory, 
and then ranked their respective market efficiencies. 
1.3  Motivation and objectives 
The motivation of this study was to determine if technical analytic trade strategies were 
profitable in the South African, Nigerian and Egyptian stock markets. This assisted in 
establishing which markets in Africa support the EMH, with the goal of informing investors 
on more profitable opportunities in these and similar markets. 
1.4 Hypothesis of the Study 
The aim of this research was to test the EMH in selected developing African markets. 
In order to achieve the research objectives stated above, the study tested the following 
hypotheses: 
Hypothesis for objective 1: 
The first objective sought to test if the selected African markets are efficient according 
to the EMH. 
Hypothesis for objective 2: 
The second objective of the study sought to test whether the chosen technical analytic 




1.5 Contributions of the Study 
Three main benefactors of the contributions of the study were identified. First, the 
findings should benefit academic peers through the creation of further knowledge of the EMH 
in African stock markets. Contributions to this type of research are scarce and the results on 
Egypt, Nigeria and South Africa will add to the small pool of existing academic research. The 
research on the selected nations offered differentiated conclusions as they each had unique 
properties, varied dependencies on the capital markets for national growth, and different levels 
of market maturity. Based on what we knew about the respective nations, an EMH corollary 
was considered (the slower the pace at which information is transferred to all market 
participants, the greater the returns that can be generated from mispricing), and our knowledge 
of South Africa, Nigeria and Egypt was used to shape our expectations of which stock 
exchanges would offer the highest returns. 
Second, findings from this minor dissertation should be beneficial to corporate agents 
such as domestic and international portfolio investors. Their perceptions of African stock 
exchanges could be influenced by the profitability of the selected stock markets. The empirical 
findings varied, showing that within the selected nations and in certain periods, some technical 
analysis methods provided returns above the market benchmark, which could attract interest 
and increase investment.  
Lastly, findings from this study should be beneficial to regulators who inform stock 
market policy, such as on the JSE. The results will assist constructors of stock market indices 
to understand the extent of their capital markets development. The tests provide some 
indication of how well information was transferred throughout the studied markets, and how 
quickly it was reflected in share prices. Given that in rare cases, technical analysis methods did 




1.6 Organisation of the Study 
The rest of the dissertation is organised as follows: Chapter 2 reviews the related 
literature in depth; Chapter 3 explains the methodology, the data and the technical analysis 
strategies; Chapter 4 presents the empirical results with explanations; Chapter 5 concludes the 









This chapter begins by introducing the efficient market hypothesis (EMH) theory, 
followed by a critical review of the empirical evidence. The information and knowledge gained 
from the empirical evidence is then synthesized to justify the importance of the current study 
and its contribution to existing knowledge. 
2.1 Understanding the Efficient Market Hypothesis and how it is tested 
An efficient market is a market where stock prices reflect all the essential information 
about the companies within that market. In such cases, the market value or price of a company 
changes in a way similar to the intrinsic value of the company (Degutis & Novicktye, 2014). 
This means that an efficient market prices all its products fairly. While most studies of EMH 
use stock markets because of their high liquidity, transparency, and access to data, the concept 
can be applied to any market. 
The mechanism that transfers available information in the market into fair stock pricing, 
is the consistent valuation of stocks among buyers and sellers (Degutis & Novicktye, 2014). In 
an efficient market, information propagates quickly and fairly throughout the market, providing 
all agents with consistent information at the same time. This information includes valuation 
metrics such as risk-free rates, discounting rates, consensus forward bond yields and analyst 
forecasts, in addition to the current and historic share prices. This consistency on multiple 
levels is what causes the market prices to reflect intrinsic value (Park & Irwin 2007). The 
combined research of Fama and Blume (1966) and Samuelson (1965) played a major role in 
developing the EMH theory as well as formalising the testing methods and procedures that 




Samuelson (1965) showed that in a market where prices fully reflect all the information, 
future price movements will be independent of past prices. The movements will be independent 
because the valuation metrics for the stocks will be identical across all market agents, causing 
most agents to apply similar values to them and consequently, there will be no significant 
information advantages to exploit. The changes in stock prices will instead be a stochastic 
process and follow a random walk model. Significantly, the random nature of the price 
movements eliminates the opportunity for one agent to consistently outperform the market 
benchmarks for profitability, unless the agent consistently holds information advantages. 
Fama and Blume (1966) used Samuelson's (1965) study to introduce the concept of 
market efficiency, and consequently formalised the testing procedure. Fama and Blume (1966) 
identified that the speed and fairness of how information was spread through the market was a 
proxy for the efficiency of said market. Practically, this could mean that new stock information 
reached all market agents at the same time, so the opportunity to use the new information to 
generate profits was shared and no profits above the benchmarks could be made. However, if 
new information was consistently used to generate profits which exceeded market benchmarks, 
it suggested inefficiencies in the market. This was the basis for testing for efficiency under the 
profitability method. 
Many academic papers have subsequently tested if certain markets offered these profit 
opportunities by applying exhaustive permutations of trade strategies and comparing said 
profits to market benchmarks. For example, Van Horne and Parker (1967), Brock, Lakonishok 
and Lebaron (1992), and Sullivan, Timmermann, and White (1999), applied trade strategies on 
US stock markets and concluded that the trades could not consistently generate profits that 
exceeded the market benchmarks for profitability. However, in a similar period, Menkhoff and 




geographical locations and found that these trade strategies generated the required profits to 
outperform the market benchmarks of profitability. As the technical trade strategies of all five 
papers above were identical, they each referenced Fama and Blume (1966) and concluded the 
differences in the technical trade strategy’s earning potential6 were explained by differences in 
market efficiency. 
This combination of Fama and Blume’s (1966) concept of efficient markets and 
Samuelson’s (1965) theory of random walks meant that there was a recognised method to test 
EMH using technical trade strategies. This profitability method was used by Lukac, Brorsen 
and Irwin (1988), by Ratner and Leal (1999) and by Kwon and Kish (2002) in seminal papers 
confirming that the profitability method as one of the two accepted methods to formally test 
for market efficiency. 
Lastly, Fama (1970) showed that there are three different types of market efficiency: 
weak, semi-strong and strong form efficiency. Each is based on one of three types of data. 
When testing for weak-form market efficiency, one analyses ‘weak-form data’, which relies on 
information from previous price movements (Park & Irwin, 2007; Hamid, Muhammad, Syad 
& Rana, 2010; Jarrow & Larsson, 2012). Efficiency in the weak form is the type of efficiency 
tested in this minor dissertation. The semi-strong form7 efficiency and strong form8 efficiency 
both make use of wider scopes of data. Analysis based on these types of efficiency are often 
left as research for further study as and when technology improves to help test it. 
 
6 Earning potential refers to the capital and income returns achieved through buying or selling the stock 
7 Similar to the weak form but relies on information from previous price/index data and all public information. 
'Public Information' typically refers to financial statements that companies have released, SENS announcements, 
articles from trusted websites, and forecasts made by investment analysts. 
8 Similar to the semi-strong form but relies on information from previous price/index data, all public information 
and all private information. 'Private Information' refers to data gathered by a company that is not known by the 




2.2 A Review of the EMH empirical literature 
2.2.1 Empirical literature in support of EMH 
Park and Irwin (2007) reviewed the technical trade strategy literature to assess if the 
EMH held in the US stock markets. The authors compared the profitability of the buy and sell 
signals generated by the various trade strategies against the selected market benchmarks. The 
period of interest of their study was 1974 to 2002. For the subperiod 1974 to 1984, the trade 
strategies generated trade signals which exceeded the profitability of the benchmarks. 
Consequently, Park and Irwin (2007) concluded that the reviewed markets were not weak-form 
efficient during this time. However, when considering the latter period of 1985 to 2002, they 
found these same markets were now weak-form efficient. The authors concluded that the 
success of the trades was muted by structural decreases in market volatility, decreases which 
they found came with time and development of the market. While the causes for the muted 
profitability were addressed, they suggested that future research should be conducted to provide 
conclusive evidence of the profitability of similar strategies, and to improve testing procedures. 
Park and Irwin (2007) further proposed that diagnostic testing in future empirical studies should 
include data snooping. 
Little research has been done on EMH within developing economies, however, one 
contributor to the literature is Osayuwu (2012). His study analysed the efficiency of the 
Nigerian stock market by testing for the independence of successive price movements through 
the Box-Ljung test for serial correlation. The monthly Nigerian All Share index data from 2001 
to 2010 was considered. The paper observed that the Nigerian stock market was efficient and 
conformed with the theory, however, the author raised two weaknesses regarding the EMH 
study of Nigeria. Firstly, the study observed that the data possessed the thin-trade problem. (It 
should be recalled that at the time the Nigerian stock market data was not frequent enough to 




the Nigerian stock market to be weak-form efficient, and had used random selected samples of 
securities/stocks instead of the larger Nigerian All Share index. 
Smith and Dyakova (2014) conducted an EMH study on multiple African stock 
markets, expanding the scope of Osayuwu (2012) considerably. The authors tested weak-form 
market efficiency in Egypt, South Africa, Nigeria, Tunisia, Kenya, Morocco, Mauritius and 
Zambia, using the random walk method. The period reviewed was from February 1998 to 
December 2011. Smith and Dyakova (2014) selected the following indices: the Egyptian EFG, 
JSE All Share Index, the S&P Nigeria BMI, TUNINDEX, the Nairobi Stock Exchange Index, 
Casablanca CFG 25, SEMDEX, and the Lusaka All Share Index. The authors performed 
variance ratio tests to ascertain if the indices displayed martingale properties and consequently 
determine if the returns followed a random walk process. They ranked the efficiency of the 
markets of the selected nations. Frontier9 nations Kenya and Zambia were ranked the most 
predictable or 'least weak-form efficient' and the advanced emerging10 nations South Africa 
and Egypt, ranked the least predictable or 'most weak-form efficient'. In support of the 
underlying corollary of the efficient market hypothesis, the more developed African economies 
showed stronger weak-form market efficiency. 
Zhou et al. (2015) analysed the profitability of technical trade strategies to assess if the 
EMH held in two Chinese stock exchanges, the Shanghai Stock Exchange Composite and the 
Shenzhen Stock Exchange Component Index. The study compared the profitability of the trade 
signals generated by the moving average and trade range break strategies against the 
profitability of the respective market benchmarks. The authors used the standard two-sampled 
t-test to ascertain if the mean returns of the strategies were greater than the market benchmarks 
from 1992 to 2013. To ensure that the trade strategies were selected correctly and the 
 
9 FTSE stock market classification. 




conclusion was robust, they introduced White’s Reality Check to account for any data snooping 
effects, as raised by Park and Irwin (2007). Zhou et al. (2015) found that all the permutations 
of the trade strategies were not able to generate sufficient profits above the benchmarks, which 
implied that both markets were weak-form market efficient and aligned with the theory. 
However, Zhou et al. (2015) identified that the results were sensitive to transaction costs, as 
the exclusion of transaction costs was enough to change the conclusion of the study. The 
sensitivity to transaction fees was indicative of how an efficient market incorporates all price-
related information into the share prices. The high sensitivity of the findings highlighted the 
utility of decomposing the results into various sub-markets or sub-indices, as the collective 
market could be a mix of efficient and inefficient sub-markets. 
Phiri (2015) tested for weak-form market efficiency using JSE market data between 
January 2000 and December 2014. Phiri (2015) considered five subsections of JSE stock 
indices: the All Share Index, JSE Top40, the industrials index, the financials index, the mining 
index and the gold index. The author applied different unit root testing techniques, namely the 
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test, two regime threshold autoregressive unit roots test and three 
regime unit roots tests to assess their order of integration. Phiri (2015) showed that the primary 
sector indices (mining and gold) were more efficient than the secondary sector indices, 
potentially indicating that nations with stock markets with stronger bias to the primary sector 
were more efficient. Phiri (2015) also asserted that the inefficiency in the secondary sector 
could be caused by insider trading. However, the cause was not analysed but left for future 
discussion. 
2.2.2 Empirical literature inconsistent with EMH 
Lukac et al. (1988) analysed 12 US commodities indices to test if these markets were 
efficient between 1978 and 1984. The authors tested the markets' efficiency using the 




strategy could generate returns exceeding market benchmarks. The results firmly concluded 
that the 12 studied markets were not weak-form efficient. The authors asserted that the 
‘disequilibrium’ in the markets' pricing was caused by investors misunderstanding transaction 
costs and the costs of developing and maintaining the new trading system. While this is an 
unusual cause for market inefficiency, it may have been possible given the short observation 
period and the limited technology at the time. Park and Irwin (2007) would expand on the 
Lukac et al. (1988) study in 2007. 
Lai, Balachandher and Nor (2002) comprehensively analysed the daily Kuala Lumpur 
Stock Exchange Composite Index (KLSE CI) data from January 1977 to December 1999. The 
author applied two complementary empirical tests to assess if the EMH would hold: the 
variance ratio test was applied to ascertain whether the market followed a random walk process, 
and a moving average trading technique to ascertain whether profitable trading opportunities 
existed within the market. Both techniques showed that the EMH did not hold in the KLSE 
CI.11 
Kwon and Kish (2002) analysed value-weighted NYSE index data from 1962 to 1996 
and applied the simple moving average trading strategy to assess, via the two-sample t-test, 
profit generating possibilities above the market benchmark. Overall, they found that the NYSE 
was not weak-form efficient. Kwon and Kish (2002) subdivided the observation period into the 
following ranges, 1962–1972, 1973–1984 and 1985–1996 to assess if the markets exhibited 
differences in efficiencies within the subperiods. The authors found that in the most recent 
period, 1985-1996, the profits were no longer above benchmark. The authors noted how the 
studied markets had become more efficient with time. This conformed to one of the conclusions 
 
11 Malaysia has seen major structural and economic improvements since 1977 and is now classified by the 





of Park and Irwin (2007), that as markets advance technologically, information spreads faster 
and pricing in the market becomes more efficient. 
Januškevicius (2003) conducted a technical analysis study on the Vilnius (Lithuanian) 
stock market using daily LITIN-G data from 2001 to 2003 and created a trade strategy using 
neural networks-based techniques. The author’s neural network trade strategies generated trade 
signals which managed to exceed the market benchmarks for profitability. Based on that 
evidence alone, he concluded that the Lithuanian capital market was not weak-form efficient. 
Milieška (2004) re-examined the findings of Januškevicius (2003) the following year, 
considering if all the industry sub-sectors of the Lithuanian market were not efficient or if 
selected industries could have been inefficient in isolation. Milieška used LITIN-G data from 
January 2001 to June 2004 and applied the same trade strategies as Januškevicius (2003). After 
disaggregating the Lithuanian stock market down into separate industries, Milieška (2004) 
observed that the more 'liquid' subsets of the stock markets were weak-form efficient. However, 
her study concluded that the LITIN-G market, when taken as a whole (without dividing into 
subsets), was not efficient as Januškevicius (2003) had previously concluded, and determined 
that poor market liquidity was the primary cause for the conclusion. Note that Lithuania forms 
part of the Baltic states and in early 2004 was considered a developing or emerging market, 
much as Egypt and Nigeria are considered today. 
Vasiliou, Eriotis and Papathanasiou (2006) applied simple technical trading strategies 
in the Athens Stock Exchange to test if the EMH held in Greek stock markets. The authors 
analysed Athens' daily stock market data from January 1990 to December 2004, a period in 
which Greece was considered a developed nation, according to the World Bank. The average 
annualised returns of the strategies were above 30%, greater than the market benchmarks at 




with the EMH theory. The profits Vasiliou et al. (2006) simulated through their trade strategy 
were excessive and unlikely to be repeated, especially since the publication of such clear 
positive trade strategies often removed the effectiveness of the discovery (Degutis & 
Novicktye, 2014). 
Shaker (2013) tested for weak-form market efficiency in the developed Swedish and 
Finnish stock markets, using the random walk method. The 10-year observation period was 
from January 2003 to January 2012 and considered the OMX Stockholm daily index data 
(OMXS30) and the OMX Helsinki daily index data (OMXH25). Shaker comprehensively 
tested for market efficiency using serial correlation tests, unit roots tests via the augmented 
Dickey-Fuller test and variance ratio tests. The results strongly suggested both studied markets 
were not efficient, completely opposing the EMH theory. The strong positive autocorrelation 
indicated that market returns were predictable in the short-term horizon. This finding was 
surprisingly consistent with that of Frennberg and Hansson (1993), who also showed that the 
Swedish stock market was not weak-form efficient between 1919 to 1990, a period where 
markets were generally not deemed advanced, and implied that the market’s efficiency had not 
adequately improved since. What stood out in this study was that the Swedish and Finnish 
stock markets were mature and stemmed from developed economies. Shaker (2013) did not 
provide an explanation for the observation, instead opting to consider it a cause for further 
study. 
2.3 How previous empirical studies inform this current work 
We observed that the research of Park and Irwin (2007), Osayuwu (2012), Smith and 
Dyakova (2014), Zhou et al. (2015) and Phiri (2015) all conformed with the EMH, and the 
conclusions of the above researchers were that the studied markets were classified as weak-
form efficient. The reasons for this conformity varied slightly but revolved around the quick 




periods showed that as time progressed, markets were more likely to be deemed efficient. The 
best examples of this were found in Kwon and Kish (2002) and Park and Irwin (2007). Both 
papers divided the observation periods into smaller subsets and explained how the profitability 
of the trade strategies diminished over time, implying an increase in efficiency over the 
markets' existence. Some reviewed studies ranked studied nations in order of efficiency, as was 
the case with Smith and Dyakova (2014). In these cases, the more developed stock markets 
ranked as more efficient than their developing counterparts. Phiri (2015) identified that the 
sectors (primary/secondary/tertiary) of which the indices were mostly comprised, had a bearing 
on market efficiency as well. He concluded that the primary sector appeared to be the most 
efficient. Lastly, according to Malkiel’s (1991) comprehensive review of the EMH, any 
recurring predictable patterns discovered in the market seemed to fall away soon after they 
were published in the financial literature. Malkiel (1991) noted that practitioners learned 
quickly about any truly predictable patterns and exploited them to the extent that they became 
unprofitable. 
The remaining reviewed research concluded that the studied markets were not weak-
form efficient. Low market maturity and a lack of liquidity were often offered as the reason for 
these markets not being classified as efficient (Siqin, 2012). This could partly be explained by 
market development, as the stock markets of developing nations often have thin trade periods 
and low liquidity, and the speed at which information is transferred may not be as fast and fair 
as that of developed nations (Bonga-Bonga, 2012). The only truly inconsistent result came 
from Shaker (2013), who concluded that the Stockholm and Helsinki stock markets were not 
weak-form efficient, despite being among the more established and advanced stock market 
indices. Degutis and Novicktye (2014) theorised that a possible reason for developed financial 
markets exhibiting market inefficiency could be the result of general acceptance of the EMH 




profit opportunities, as they assumed the pricing was already accurate and little profit 
opportunity remained. Grossman (1976) called this phenomenon the market efficiency 
paradox. 
Table 1: Prior research summary12 
 
 
Recent advances in data collection and management practices in developing economies 
have presented opportunities to perform empirical studies. Between the two academically 
accepted methods for testing the EMH, this study assessed the profitability method, which was 
not used in our selected nations. Prior research often employed the two-sample t-test in 
isolation, and this presented an opportunity to consider non-parametric testing methods to 
compare profits, such as the Wilcoxon rank sum test that is less influenced by outliers. This 
study provides a recent comparison for the effect of market development, which has emerged 
as one of the key factors that affect information transfer and consequently, market efficiency. 
Similarly, the study overcame thin trade problems found in developing markets by utilising a 
more recent observation period in which that problem no longer exists. Further, to increase the 
robustness of the study's results, we introduced White’s Reality Check on the trade strategies 
to screen for data snooping. We found that the reviewed studies mapped out the boundaries 
 






Nation Considered GNI per Capita 
classification Conclusion
Lukac, Brorsen & Irwin 1988 Profitability 1978 - 1984 United States Developed Weak-form Efficient
Lai 2002 Both 1977 - 1999 Malaysia Developing Not Weak-form Efficient
Kwon & Kish 2002 Profitability 1962 - 1996 United States Developed Not Weak-form Efficient
Januškevičius 2003 Profitability 2001 - 2003 Lithuania Developing Not Weak-form Efficient
Milieška 2004 Profitability 2001 - 2004 Lithuania Developing Mixed
Vasiliou, Eriotis & Papathanasiou 2006 Profitability 1990 - 2004 Greece Developed Not Weak-form Efficient
Park & Irwin 2007 Random Walk 1978 - 2002 United States Developed Weak-form Efficient
Osayuwu 2012 Random Walk 2001 - 2010 Nigeria Developing Weak-form Efficient
Shaker 2013 Random Walk 2003 - 2012 Sweden & Finland Developed Not Weak-form Efficient
Smith & Dyakova 2014 Random Walk 1998 - 2011 8 African Nations Developing Mixed
Zhou 2015 Profitability 1992 - 2013 China Developing Weak-form Efficient




where this study could be placed and highlighted an opportunity to apply further study to 
African markets, thus adding to the limited and indecisive collection of African-based EMH 
studies. 









This chapter covers the methods used to test the hypothesis of the study in more detail 
by describing each test and how they enabled us to complete the study. First, the theoretical 
argument is outlined. Thereafter, the empirical framework is introduced by showing the 
formulas for the trade strategies and explaining their relevance. Following the trade strategy 
discussion, the comparative profitability testing methods are shown via explanations of the t-
tests and rank sum test. Finally, the importance of the detection of data snooping in the chosen 
trade strategies is explained. 
3.1  Theoretical argument 
There are two accepted methods test for weak-form market efficiency: the random walk 
method and the profitability method (Malkiel, 2003), both outlined in previous chapters. To 
briefly revisit the explanations in Chapter two, the random walk testing process is typically 
tested by using either serial correlation tests, variance ratio tests or unit root tests, to measure 
how much of the previous data is incorporated in the price by measuring the unpredictability 
of returns (Degutis & Novicktye, 2014). However, this study strictly considered the 
profitability method, which uses technical analysis trade strategies on the selected markets. 
Technical analysis strategies are derived from three main concepts: momentum, trends and 
patterns (Degutis & Novicktye, 2014), all of which imply predictability of the market. The 
theoretical model is that the transfer of information ultimately controls the profitability in each 
market and/or impacts if a trade strategy can consistently outperform the benchmarks. 
However, why is this an appropriate theoretical model to test for market efficiency and is it 




Prior studies reflect the validity of this testing method. Recall that the combination of 
the Samuelson (1965) and Fama and Blume (1966) research produced the two methods for 
testing for market efficiency, which have been used ever since. A market is considered efficient 
if all the information about a stock is known to the market agents and is reflected in the price 
(Rao, 2007). This means that future movements are based only on new information, but new 
information is unknown and unpredictable. This unpredictability of market returns is a 
phenomenon that can be tested. One method is checking if the technical trade strategies returns, 
which are based on trends and patterns, can consistently outperform the market benchmark of 
the buy and hold strategy. 
To objectively test if the technical trade strategy returns statistically significantly 
exceed the benchmark returns, a two-sampled t-test is often used to compare the means of the 
back tested returns against the benchmark (Hallett, 2012; Degutis & Novicktye, 2014). It 
requires only one trade strategy to consistently exceed the benchmarks for the studied market 
to be classified as non-efficient. This follows from the contrapositive of the simplified EMH 
(simplified for this explanation). The EMH states that if the market is efficient, then trade 
strategies will not be able to outperform market benchmarks. The contrapositive therefore 
states that if a trade strategy consistently outperforms benchmarks, then the market is not to be 
considered efficient. This partly explains why the profitability method is well suited to confirm 
if stock markets are not efficient. However, the seminal literature has shown that it is acceptable 
to select well regarded momentum-based strategies (such as the moving average technique) 
and expand the analysis through multiple simulations of the inputs (Van Horne & Parker, 1967; 
Park & Irwin, 2007; Hallett, 2012). This minor dissertation applied the testing methods for 




Earlier, we identified that historic index prices are classified as weak-form data and that 
the efficient market hypothesis in its weak-form had been tested by using trade strategies 
regularly. However, more recent research has scrutinised the selection of the particular trade 
strategies for testing weak-form market efficiency. These chosen trade strategies have often 
been evaluated by some test to ensure that the final results are not caused by data snooping 
(Smith & Dyakova, 2014, Zhou et al. 2015), as is common with back testing. To this end, we 
followed the literature and conducted White’s Reality Check to test for data snooping as well. 
By explaining the underlying arguments, we illustrated that our method of testing for weak-
form market efficiency was valid, and thus concluded that the theoretical model was amenable 
to the economic theory. 
3.2  Empirical framework: Trading strategies methodology and derivation 
The trade strategies for this minor dissertation were selected by considering the 
strategies used in seminal research over the past 20 years. The most common empirical trade 
strategy for this was the basic moving average technique, which uses a combination of long- 
term and short-term moving averages to generate buy or sell signals. All our cited research, 
which used the profitability method, made use of the moving average technique in conjunction 
with other trade strategies. The study followed this construction and made use of two strategies, 
the moving average (MA) technique and the trade range break-out (TRB), in order to widen 
the scope of trade strategies. 
3.2.1  Moving average trading strategy 
This trading strategy is based on using movements in stock price to generate signals for 
when an investor must buy or short-sell the stock. It is the most popular technical trade strategy 
in the EMH literature, and is based on momentum trading.13 It is vital to note that the long-
 





term and short moving averages are used only to generate a buy or sell signal, also referred to 
as a double crossover.14 Consequently, the respective values that the short- and long-term 
moving averages output, are not predictive or an estimation for future share prices. The general 
formula for the moving average is as follows: 
 
𝑀𝐴(𝑡, 𝑙) =  
1
𝑙






where, 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 (𝑡) is the closing price of the stock at time/date 𝑡 and 𝑙 is the number of 
observations per rolling window and 𝑖 is the iterative variable, counting to 𝑙. 
To be as exhaustive as possible with the number of simulations for the trade strategies, 
a wide set of permutations on the strategies was included to increase the scope of the study. 
Being able to change these numbers of lag days through the simulations, allowed for many 
permutations of the strategies and increased the probability of constructing a long-term 
profitable strategy that could potentially expose inefficiencies in the market (Shachmurove, 
BenZion, Klein & Yagil, 2001). 
3.2.1.1 Implementing the MA trading strategy 
A filter rule was applied to inform the buy and sell signals. Buffers/bands 𝑏 assisted in 
devising a filter rule which was added to prevent taking long positions or short positions based 
off false signals. Multiplying the long-term moving average by a factor of (1 + 𝑏) increases 
the amount that the short-term moving average requires to exceed the long-term moving 
average by, to generate a buy signal (equation 2). For this reason, by increasing the band 𝑏, the 
 





total number of transactions often decreased ceteris paribus. This variable 𝑏 was typically 
between 0 and 0.01 (Zhou et al., 2015). 
In compact form the MA trade strategy signals a long/buy position when: 
 𝑀𝐴𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 ≥ (1 + 𝑏)𝑀𝐴𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 (2) 
and signals a short/sell position when: 
  (1 − 𝑏)𝑀𝐴𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 ≥ 𝑀𝐴𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 (3) 
and remain neutral otherwise. 
 
The moving average trade technique generated aggregate profits by buying and selling 
the stock index at different times during the observation period. The stock returns were 
calculated as the continuously compounded return, using the following: 
 





Where 𝑅𝑡is the return on the price indices and 𝑃𝑡 is the price at time/date 𝑡 
The daily returns are summed for the period/duration of the long or short position, and 
the sum is recorded once the position is closed. These returns for the different strategies and 
benchmarks are the observable data which is finally analysed in the t-test and rank sum test. 
3.2.2  Trade Range Break-Out (TRB) strategy 
This strategy considers the minima and maxima of the stock price for the last 𝑐 trade 
days. They are also known as support and resistance rules (Zhou et al., 2015). The formulation 
is straightforward and entirely constructed using prior index prices. The basis is that if a share 
price exceeds its short- to medium-term maximum price, there could exist a new catalyst 




potentially important information. However, authors do caution against this trade strategy in 
more developed markets where volatility is reduced, and more often the break in the support 
or resistance is a false signal whereby the price returns to its original price the next day. The 
concern with false signals is that they cause transaction costs to be incurred without securing 
material returns (Kirkpatrick & Dahlquist, 2007). For this reason, it is important to utilise the 
bands or filter rules which prevent false signal trades. Once again, it is vital to note that the 
maximum and minimum price resistances are used only to generate buy or sell signals, and do 
not predict index prices.  
3.2.2.1 Implementing TRB trading strategy 
The TRB resistance and support formulas are defined as follows: 
 𝑇𝑅𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑡, 𝑐) =   max
1≤𝑖≤𝑐
 {𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 (𝑡 − 𝑖)} (5) 
And  
 𝑇𝑅𝐵𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑡, 𝑐) =   min
1≤𝑖≤𝑐
 {𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 (𝑡 − 𝑖)} (6) 
 
Where 𝑐 >  0 represents the size of the historical information where the maximum and 
minimum values are obtained. 
The TRB trade strategy signals a long position when: 
 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘(𝑡) ≥ (1 + 𝑏)𝑇𝑅𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑥 (7) 
And signals a short position when: 





The filter rules in the TRB strategy have a dual purpose, the first to avoid trades based 
on market overreactions or false signals, the second to prevent holding any buy or sell position 
for a very short time, depending on the magnitude of the filter rule. Note that the TRB buy or 
sell signal is not likely to be triggered and held without a significant market event (Zhou et al., 
2015). This follows as triggering and remaining in a ‘buy’ position requires that daily prices 
must continuously increase each day/period relative to all the historic prices in the look-back 
window. 
3.3  Evaluating the profitability of the trade strategies 
As the study compared the sample returns generated by the trade strategies to 
benchmark returns, we introduced the two-sample t-test to objectively test for significant 
differences. The null hypothesis is that the mean of the returns of a trading strategy is not 
significantly different from the mean of the market returns. The t-test relies on three main 
assumptions: (1) the independence between the two compared samples, (2) that the samples 
come from a normally distributed population and (3) that the returns of the observations have 
the same variance. If the two samples have unequal variances, a weighted average variance is 
constructed via the pooled variance formula. 
Lukac et al. (1988) claimed that technical trade strategies generate positively skewed 
returns, and that this might violate the assumption of normally distributed returns. Park and 
Irwin (2007) highlighted that the distribution of the returns may not always be normally 
distributed, thereby raising a potential weakness of using the t-test as a method for comparing 
the profitability of the trade strategies. To overcome this potential weakness, we test if the 
returns are normally distributed and introduce the alternative, non-parametric Wilcoxon rank 




3.3.1 Evaluating the performance of the trade strategies using the two sampled t-test 
As we were testing whether the chosen strategies outperformed the market benchmarks, 
the comparison under the null hypothesis was that there was no difference between the returns 
of a trade strategy relative to the benchmark index. 
The null hypothesis is shown below: 
 𝜇𝑀𝐴 − 𝜇𝐵 = 0 (9) 
 
where, 𝜇 represents the population means and 𝑀𝐴 and 𝐵 respectively refers to the 
moving average and benchmark returns 
The alternative hypothesis is: 
 𝜇𝑀𝐴 − 𝜇𝐵 ≠ 0 (10) 
 













Where, 𝑥̅ 𝑀𝐴 is the mean of the moving average returns, 𝑠
2
𝑀𝐴 is the variance of 
moving average returns and 𝑁𝑀𝐴 is the number of observations in the moving average sample. 
𝑥̅ 𝐵  is the mean of the benchmark returns, 𝑠
2
𝐵 is the variance of the benchmark returns and 




However, the variances may differ, as often the samples came from different populations. Since 
equal variances are one of the prerequisites for the t-test, the unequal variances could be 
equalised via the following formula for the pooled variance: 
 
𝑡𝑀𝐴 = 

















For our decision rule, we compared the 𝑡 statistic against the critical values at our 
selected significance level. If the absolute value of the 𝑡 statistic exceeded the critical value, 
the null hypothesis was rejected. 
Further, the test statistic 𝑡 is a standardised variable used to generate the p-value using 
a t-table or as follows:  
 𝑝𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 =  1 −  𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(0, 1, |𝑡|) (14) 
Where 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(0, 1, |𝑡|) is the cumulative distribution function for a standard normal 
distribution and |𝑡| is the absolute value of the test statistic. 
3.4  The Wilcoxon Rank Sum test on trade strategy returns 
The Wilcoxon Rank Sum is a hypothesis test that is used to compare groups for two 
samples. The null hypothesis is that there is no difference between the two compared samples, 
while the alternative hypothesis is that there is a difference. The rank sum is chosen to 




In the literature, the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test is typically paired with the t-test, often 
when underlying distributions are suspected to be non-normal (Dutta & Datta, 2016). While 
the Student's t-test and Wilcoxon Rank Sum both measure the relation between two sample 
means and medians, there are benefits to including both tests. Firstly, the results between the 
two tests can be compared to seek congruence between the outcomes. However, as the test 
considers medians, it gives equal weight to highly profitable trades as it does to moderately 
profitable ones. Secondly, it shows reliable results for comparisons between samples without 
necessarily adhering to the condition that the underlying population data is normally 
distributed, as is the case for the t-test. This is therefore a complementary test. 
3.4.1  Evaluating the performance of the trade strategies using the rank sum test 
To perform this test, we require two samples of return data of equal size, as the samples 
are ordered from smallest to largest and the respective sum differences are recorded: 
Let i = 1,2,.....N  
 𝑥̅𝑀𝐴,𝑖 − 𝑥̅𝐵,𝑖  (15) 
Where 𝑥̅𝑀𝐴 and 𝑥̅𝐵  are return observations from the two respective samples.  
The identical observations, where, 
 𝑥̅𝑀𝐴,𝑖 = 𝑥̅𝐵,𝑖  (16) 
are effectively excluded as they have identical rank. This creates the reduce 
sample  𝑁𝑟 = 𝑁 − (𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠) which the rank sum test is performed 
on. 
The reduced dataset 𝑁𝑟 is then ordered from smallest to the largest within the respective 
groupings/samples, with the smallest value being assigned (ranked) 1. The expected rank sum 










Where  𝑛1 is the sample size of group one. The trade strategy ranks are summed to form 
𝑅1, which is used to create the test statistic 𝑈. 𝑈 is defined by the following equation: 
 𝑈 = 𝑅1 −𝑀 (18) 
 
Under the null hypothesis, this random variable 𝑈 has an expected value of 0. The 
alternative hypothesis is: 
 𝑈 ≠  𝑅1 −𝑀 (19) 
The test statistic for the rank sum test is defined similarly to the t-test. Test statistic w 







 where 𝑆𝐸 is the standard error of the sample. 
For the decision rule we compare the 𝑤 statistic against the critical values at our 
selected significance level. If the absolute value of the 𝑤 statistic exceeds the critical value, the 
null hypothesis is rejected, and we conclude that the median returns of the trade strategy returns 
differs significantly from the benchmarks. 
 𝑤 is also used to generate an associated p-value, in the same way we form the p-value 
for the traditional t-test. 
3.5  White's Reality Check for data snooping 
The repeated use of time series data to construct new trading strategies may 




variations (referring to the number of lags/historic data for moving averages and filter rules) of 
the trade strategies were chosen with a bias, and that the outcomes may not be reliable or 
inflated. To ensure that the tests are not the result of data snooping, White's Reality Check is 
performed. The test presents a null hypothesis that the chosen trading strategy has no predictive 
power, and the results are unbiased. However, given the context of the study, predictive power 
and profitability are defined differently, yet the profitability of the trade strategies is expected 
to be equal or at least not to exceed the benchmark. This means White's Reality Test still 
provides us with additional information, which gave robustness to the outcomes. 
The results from the bootstrapped simulations are collected to create a reasonable 
average outcome for the trade strategy. The reality test determines whether the actual results 
from the technical trade strategies are conclusive enough to rule out randomness as the cause 
for the outcome. The test assigns a test statistic (or measure of reality) 𝑉~ that the results must 
exceed in order to be considered a genuinely successful trading strategy. 
To perform the check, the data is converted into percentage returns (equation 21). 








where 𝑃𝑡 is the closing stock price at time/date 𝑡 
The test statistic 𝑉~ for the White's Reality Check are calculated from the stock 
percentage returns, as will be shown at the end. Each measurement 𝑓 is for each trade strategy 
in each respective market, defined below: 
 𝑓𝑀𝐴,𝑡 = log(1 + 𝑌𝑡(𝐼𝑀𝐴,𝑡)) − log (1 + 𝑌𝑡(𝐼𝐵,𝑡)) (22) 
where, 𝐼𝑀𝐴,𝑡 is an indicator function which represents the either long, short or neutral 




a buy signal at time 𝑡, 𝐼𝑀𝐴,𝑡  equals 1. If the MA trade strategy is generating a sell signal at time 
𝑡, 𝐼𝑀𝐴,𝑡  equals -1. 𝐼𝑀𝐴,𝑡  equals 0 otherwise. 
The null hypothesis of the test is that the trading rules in our strategy pools have no 
predictive superiority over a given benchmark strategy. Rejection of this null hypothesis 
implies that the best technical trading rules achieve genuine superior returns to the benchmark. 
Therefore, rejection of the null hypothesis gives the results of the trade strategies further 
credibility. 












where 𝑇 is the final trade period or last day of trade, 𝑅 is the first trade period, which 
needs to be greater or equal to 𝑡 to ensure that the long-term moving average has enough input 
data points. Consequently, 𝑛 = 𝑇 − 𝑅. The 𝑓∗ data is collected to provide the final check to 
attain our p-values at the conclusion after bootstrapping, hence 𝑉∗ has its own distribution.  
 𝑉∗ = max
𝑘
{ √𝑛 (𝑓𝑘
∗)}   (24) 
 




∗)}   (25) 
where 𝑘 is the set of trade strategies 
Based on the bootstrap simulations, the test statistics are compared for each stock 
exchange to the bootstrapped 95th percentile. If 𝑉~ is greater than the 95th percentile of the 
bootstrapped distribution of the 𝑉∗ random variables, we reject the null hypothesis, that the 
strategies are not consistently profitable and that the strategies are not the result of data 




 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑉~ > 𝑉∗)  (26) 
 
If the p-value is less than 10%, we reject the null hypothesis. 
3.6 Methodology Summary 
This chapter has methodology developed and used for our estimations. It has presented 
reliability tests for the chosen strategies and explained the strengths and weaknesses of the 
popular seminal tests used previously, and how the testing methods we introduced may add 
insight on the subject. In the following chapter, we empirically test the profitability strategies 







Empirical Results and Analysis of Findings 
 
This chapter presents the outcomes of the tests run on the data as set out in the 
methodology. The varied results from the analysis re-emphasise the issues that previous studies 
faced (Degutis & Novicktye, 2014). Overall, the applied trade strategies generated statistically 
significantly higher returns than the market benchmarks on a minority of simulations, yet they 
generated lower returns on most of the simulations. The results of the test also highlighted 
which of the selected African markets were, on a comparative basis and according to the 
prescribed tests, less efficient than their selected counterparts. 
4.1  Source of data for testing 
The study’s stock exchange information was sourced from BFA McGregor and 
Thomson Reuters, both trusted data sources for economics figures. This trade information 
included daily trade volumes, the respective open, close, high and low prices. The JSE:ALSI 
was chosen as the stock market to test South African market efficiency, the NSE:ALSI 
represented Nigeria, as suggested by Osayuwu (2012) and the EGX30 represented Egypt. 
These stock market performances all provided the benchmarks for the trade strategies to 
outperform. The observation data for all three markets was extracted from the period 29 April 
2011 to 28 April 2017. 
All the macro-economic indicator data such as country classifications, FDI per nation 
and GDP/GNI per capita was also sourced from BFA McGregor, Worldbank.org and Thomson 
Reuters. For the analysis, this data was extracted as far back as 1960. Relevant fragments of 




The study considered 80 strategies through the variations and permutations that were 
applied to both the moving average and trade range break-out technical trade strategies and 
simulated the possible returns of numerous variations of the strategies during our observation 
period. The strategic variations came in the form of altering the values of key variables, such 
as the magnitude of the short- or long-term rolling window, varying the lag days used as inputs 
to determine the maxima and minima for TRB, and increasing the trade buffers/filter rules 𝑏. 
As shown later in the study, these minor variations on the trade strategies had a large impact 
on the profitability each strategy generated, since they altered when/if the buy or sell signals 
were created, allowing for more outcomes to analyse. 
4.2 Analysis of selected markets 
Firstly, we show how each of the stock markets performed during the study period and 
what they could imply for the outcomes of the tests, referencing literature. As shown in Chapter 
one and Figure 12 and Figure 13, the financial sectors of each nation contributed differently to 
the nation’s GDP and each nation also had a different GDP per capita, which was the primary 
criterion to rank the development levels of the selected nations. In Table 2 below, we show a 
summary of the implied conclusions drawn from the literature review in Chapter two, 
highlighting which nations appeared to have efficient markets in the weak form, during which 




Table 2: Prior research recap15 
 
Consider the index data in Figure 1 and Figure 2 below, showing the individual index 
performances over the period. In this study’s period of analysis (2011 to 2017), the Egyptian 
stock market performed the most strongly. Growth was partly boosted by the liberalisation of 
the Egyptian pound exchange rate to foreign currencies, causing local currency devaluation in 
conjunction with improved capital flows following the approval of the $12bn IMF loan to aid 
the recovery of its economy in 2016. The JSE All Share index performed second best, despite 
trading sideways since 2014, and the Nigerian index provided the lowest returns for the period. 
The sharp decline in the NSE:ALSI index in 2014 was partially attributed to lack of growth in 
China and its impact on global oil demand, eventually causing major decreases in oil prices in 
addition to international sanctions issued by the UN underpinned by Boko Haram activity. 
 






Nation Considered GNI per Capita 
classification Conclusion
Lukac, Brorsen & Irwin 1988 Profitability 1978 - 1984 United States Developed Weak-form Efficient
Lai 2002 Both 1977 - 1999 Malaysia Developing Not Weak-form Efficient
Kwon & Kish 2002 Profitability 1962 - 1996 United States Developed Not Weak-form Efficient
Januškevičius 2003 Profitability 2001 - 2003 Lithuania Developing Not Weak-form Efficient
Milieška 2004 Profitability 2001 - 2004 Lithuania Developing Mixed
Vasiliou, Eriotis & Papathanasiou 2006 Profitability 1990 - 2004 Greece Developed Not Weak-form Efficient
Park & Irwin 2007 Random Walk 1978 - 2002 United States Developed Weak-form Efficient
Osayuwu 2012 Random Walk 2001 - 2010 Nigeria Developing Weak-form Efficient
Shaker 2013 Random Walk 2003 - 2012 Sweden & Finland Developed Not Weak-form Efficient
Smith & Dyakova 2014 Random Walk 1998 - 2011 8 African Nations Developing Mixed
Zhou 2015 Profitability 1992 - 2013 China Developing Weak-form Efficient





Figure 1: African Indices 
 
To convey the relative index performance, we rebased the returns by dividing them by 
the respective index values of the first observation point (Figure 2). The JSE showed little 
growth, and the index traded sideways with rare shocks being visible in the rebased graphs. 
Egypt and Nigeria experienced notable shocks in the observation period. The graph also shows 
that the EGX30 had the highest return benchmark for the trade strategies returns to overcome. 
Within the Nigerian index, the returns over the period were muted, offering minor growth 
during the observed period. 
On the right-hand axis in Figure 2, we plotted the one-year rolling standard deviations 
for each index as a proxy for the volatility of the index during the period (World Bank and 
Bloomberg 2018). We noted that the JSE was the least volatile African stock exchange 
considered, averaging a 0.9% daily standard deviation, unlike the more volatile Egyptian 






































































































































































1%. The literature on market efficiency shows that low volatility is often associated with better 
market efficiency, which could have influenced expectations of results suggesting that the JSE 
may be more efficient. 
 
Figure 2: African Indices rebased 
 
4.3 Results of t-test for MA and TRB trading strategies 
Through the simulation of the selected trade strategies in our observation period, the t-
test results showed that the moving average trade strategy did not consistently out-perform the 
benchmark returns in all three selected nations. Instead, the results contained isolated instances 
where the strategies generated profitable buy and sell signals, which outperformed the 
benchmark in a significant16 manner. 
 


























































































































































































In the Egyptian market, the moving average strategy was successful17 only seven times 
out of forty attempts, as shown in Figure 3. Of the seven successful simulations, none of the 
outcomes were statistically significant according to the two-sample t-test and the associated p-
values observed (Figure 4). 
 
Figure 3: Trade strategy number of successful trials under t test 
 
 
17 'Successful' means that it generated buy and sell signals which generated returns exceeding the benchmarks 

























Figure 4: Statistically significant outperformances under t-test 
 
Table 3 below reports a successful instance of the moving average trade strategy in the 
EGX30. We used 2-day lags for the rolling window of the short-term MA and 10 days for the 
long-term MA and 0% filter rule. Hereafter, we will use the contraction (shorthand) of rule:(2, 
10, 0%) to denote a rule of the moving average trade strategy. The signals generated from the 
moving average obtained returns which exceeded the Egyptian market benchmark of 
approximately 18.5% on an annualised basis. The variance in the daily returns it generated 
were vast, meaning that over a longer period, the test could not reject the hypothesis that the 
mean returns of the trade strategy were equal to the benchmark returns. This p-value of 58.6% 
was one of the highest for the successful MA trade strategy’s application in Egypt. To reject 


























Table 3: T-test results for selected trade simulations*18, Source: own compilation 
 
We included the results of the Trade Range Break-out (TRB) strategy in Table 2 above. 
The Egyptian TRB trade rule shown used 50-day lags for both the maxima/resistance and 
minima/support and 5% filter rules, with the contraction (short-hand) expressed as rule: (50, 
50, 5%). Table 2 shows the strategy was unsuccessful in the Egyptian market, only generating 
signals worth profits of approximately 5.1% for the period, compared to the benchmark’s 
annualised 18.5%. 
In the Egyptian market, the TRB trade strategy’s buy and sell signals managed to 
generate returns that exceeded the benchmark a total of 22 times in our simulations (see Figure 
3). However, as with the moving average results, the TRB results were not statistically 
significant and the null hypothesis could not be rejected according to the two-sample t-test. 
One of the stand-out results of the t-test analysis was that so few of the outcomes were 
considered statistically significant, signalling that the returns based off these strategies (both 
successful and unsuccessful) did not greatly differ from the benchmarks. Figure 4 shows that 
only Nigeria’s markets displayed instances of both statistically significant and successful trade 
 
18 In the selected rule for moving average, (2, 10, 0%), 2 denotes the number of periods/days for the short-term 
moving average, 10 denotes the number of periods for the long-term moving average, and 0% denotes filter 
rules. For the trade range break-out, (50, 50, 5%), 50 denotes the number of periods/days used for the maximum 
and minimums. 
Market / Index Trade Strategy Selected Rule* Annualised Return t-statistic p-value
EGX30 Moving average (2, 10, 0%) 27.50% 0.217        0.586        
EGX30 Trade Range Break-out (50, 50, 5%) 5.1% 0.877        0.190        
EGX30 Benchmark - 18.5%
NSE: ALSI Moving average (2, 100, 5%) 13.2% 0.867        0.193        
NSE: ALSI Trade Range Break-out (4, 4, 1%) 20.2% 1.706        0.044        
NSE: ALSI Benchmark - 1.6%
JSE: ALSI Moving average (10, 100, 5%) -5.5% 2.126        0.017        
JSE: ALSI Trade Range Break-out (20, 20, 0.1%) -9.8% 2.619        0.004        




strategies. This led us to conclude that the Nigerian stock market was the least efficient market 
tested in the study thus far. South Africa’s JSE:ALSI also showed statistically significant 
results and rejected the null hypothesis, albeit with unsuccessful trade strategies. The returns 
generated by the South African MA trade technique fell far below the benchmarks. The p-
values generated were 1.7% and hence categorically rejected the null hypothesis. This meant 
the results of the t-test suggested that returns generated by the rule:(10, 100, 0%) moving 
average in the JSE did not share a mean with the market benchmark, but instead were less than 
it. Table 2 above shows just one of the simulations; the outcomes for all the t-tests can be seen 
in the appendices 
At this point, after the evaluation of the t-test results, the JSE ranked as the most 
efficient and the NSE had already shown that basic momentum strategies can generate above 
the benchmark profits. This is completely consistent with the findings of Smith and Dyakova 
(2014), where the Nigerian index ranked as the least efficient. 
Table 4: Relative efficiency following t-tests, Source: own compilation 
 
The impact that the filter rules had on profitability is shown below in Figure 5.19 As 
shown in Chapter three, the buffers/filter rules (Hallett 2012) were included to reduce the 
number of false signals that would incur unnecessary transaction costs while generating 
negligible profits. Figure 5 showed that on average, having no filter rules at all (or 0% filter 
rule) caused too many unprofitable signals to be generated and that imposing the 5% filter rule 
 
19 Figure 19 in the appendices, visually illustrates how the moving average interacts with the buffers/filter rules 





RSA JSE: ALSI 0 Inconclusive
NGA NSE:ALSI 21 Not Weak-form Efficient




was far too restrictive on the strategy, causing too few signals to be created. This is conveyed 
in Figure 6 by the average number of transactions per filter rule and its associated average 
return. The 5% filter rule generated the lowest number of transactions across all simulations. 
The highest average profits per transaction were generated between the 0% and 5% filter rule 
in the Egyptian market, where the optimal filter rule was 0.1%. 
 
Figure 5: Effect of filter rules 
 








Period returns by filter rules









Average number of transactions by filter rules




The results also revealed that the most profitable trade strategies were dependent on the 
market in which they were applied. No single trade strategy was unanimously the most 
profitable in all markets. For the EGX30, the most profitable trade strategy from an absolute 
perspective was the rule:(2, 10, 0%) moving average, which generated approximately 165% 
total return over the observation period. Within the NSE, the most profitable strategy from an 
absolute perspective was the rule:(3, 3, 0.1%) trade range break-out, which generated 
approximately 239% total return. However, in the JSE ALSI, the most profitable simulated 
trade strategy was the rule:(5, 10, 5%) moving average. The buy and sell signals generated by 
this strategy provided 0% total return, which was expected. The JSE All Share Index was the 
most developed index we considered, a point raised throughout the study that has emphasised 
the scale and productivity of the stock market. As a result of its advanced development, the 
JSE also had the lowest variance and standard error (0.9%) throughout the observation period. 
The low volatility was expected because of the improved information transfer and better 
liquidity within the JSE. This meant that as new information was released, the market would 
react faster than within the other selected markets. Therefore, compared to Egypt and Nigeria, 
the JSE generated a greater number of false buy and sell signals and incurred transaction costs 
without generating the profits necessary to overcome them. The buffers/filter rules reduced the 
number of trades on the JSE, which decreased the amount of transaction costs charged, and 
ultimately improved returns for the period. This emphasised the unpredictability of highly 
liquid and mature markets. 
These auxiliary findings (in addition to the t-test results), also conform to the study 
conducted by Smith and Dyakova (2014). They concluded that the advanced emerging 
economy of South Africa was weak-form efficient, and that among the eight African nations 
they studied, South Africa and Egypt were the most efficient; South Africa because of the size 




the methodology, we considered if the input data for the t-tests met its minimum requirements 
and bolstered the findings with a non-parametric test. 
4.4 Results of rank sum test for MA and TRB trading strategies 
The results of the rank sum tests were generally found compatible with the results of 
the two-sample t-test, particularly for the JSE and NSE. The number of trade strategies that 
generated successful buy and sell signals was low, however, the trade range break-out 
performed better when tested using the rank sum test than the t-test. This was especially true 
for the EGX30. The use of the non-parametric test to compare the returns of the strategies 
further increased the robustness of the study. 
Recall from Chapter three, the t-test requires that certain assumptions are met regarding 
the underlying data. To this end, we assessed if the recorded returns were normally distributed 
by considering two basic tests. Consider Figures 7, 8 and 9, which plot the returns of the 
respective indices over the period to test for normality. This graph superimposes the actual 
ordered return data against the expected percentile for normally distributed data. The red line 
represents the expected quantile for the observations in blue, had the return data been normally 
distributed. Consequently, the closer the blue line is to the red line, the more normally 
distributed are the returns. Egyptian EGX30 returns were evidently the most normally 
distributed, whereas the Nigerian NSE and South African JSE returns did not appear 





Figure 7: EGX Q-Q plot 
 
Figure 8: NSE Q-Q plot 
 





























































































































































































































In addition to the Q-Q plot, we looked at the skewness and kurtosis of the returns in 
Table 5. As a popular rule of thumb and sense check for data to be classified as symmetrical, 
the absolute skewness must be under 0.12. The EGX30 returns fell under the 0.12 figure, with 
its skewness at 0.11. The EGX30 returns also had a Kurtosis near 3,20 which approximated a 
‘normal’ spread toward the tails of the distribution and ‘peakedness’. The NSE and JSE both 
failed these summary statistical tests for normality. This showed that another, potentially non-
parametric test needed to be conducted to enhance the robustness of the findings, particularly 
for Nigeria and South Africa. We selected the rank sum test to assist in this. 
Table 5: Returns summary statistics, Source: own compilation 
 
The rank sum test results were congruent with the t-test, showing further evidence that 
the moving average trade strategy did not generate highly profitable buy and sell signals. 
Consider the moving average rule:(5, 100, 5%) simulation in Table 6 below for Egypt, which 
was then tested using the rank sum test instead of the t-test. The rank sum test considers the 
medians of two samples and concludes whether medians of the populations differ. This 
distinction between mean and median is important, as the rank sum test weighs the set of all 
positive returns equally, and the number of positive trades is more important than the 
magnitude of profitability of any particular trade. The rank sum test is therefore ideal in 
situations where outliers may skew results, such as one well-timed trade during a boom. 
 
20 If the kurtosis is greater than 3, the distribution is leptokurtic. If the kurtosis is below 3, the distribution is 
platykurtic. 
EGX NSE JSE
Skewness -0.111   0.423    -0.140   




Table 6: Rank sum test results for selected trade strategies, Source: own compilation 
 
Within the Egyptian market under the t-test, the trade strategies did not manage to 
exhibit one statistically significant outperformance of the EGX30 benchmark. However, the 
trade range break-out (TRB) strategy showed much stronger results under the rank sum. The 
strategy generated returns greater than the benchmark, a total of 34 times (Figure 10) over the 
simulations, of which 32 were statistically significant. 
The strategies applied in the JSE did not exhibit any statistically significant 
outperformance of the indices under the t-test, but under only the TRB rule:(100, 100, 1%), 
the median returns exceeded the benchmark. However, this successful result was not classified 
as statistically significant given its 29% p-value, meaning that the JSE had no trade strategies 
exceeding the market benchmarks in a statistically significant manner. The collective 
momentum trade strategies had little ability to generate any notable profits in the developed 
JSE market, as predicted by the literature. 
Market / Index Trade Strategy Selected Rule* Sample Rank Sum Expected Rank Sum test statisitic p-value
EGX30 Moving average (5, 100, 5%) 15 727                    20 594                       -3.34             0.002        
EGX30 Trade Range Break-out (7, 7, 5%) 11 417                    7 997                         2.19              0.014        
NSE: ALSI Moving average (10, 15, 0.1%) 73 554                    79 336                       -3.80             0.000        
NSE: ALSI Trade Range Break-out (15, 15, 0.1%) 277 249                  242 972                    21                  0.000        
JSE: ALSI Moving average (5, 100, 5%) 9 507                       19 643                       6.474            0.000        





Figure 10: Trade strategy number of successful trials under rank sum 
 
Figure 11: Statistically significant outperformances under rank sum 
 
 In Table 6, the Egyptian instance of the TRB strategy exceeded the median 
benchmarks, while the MA strategy fell below it. This is shown by the rank sum’s negative test 
statistic for the moving average, and the positive test statistic for the trade range breakout. 













































signals derived above benchmark profits using pattern-based trade strategies. Critically, these 
rank sum outcomes were statistically significant because the p-values fell below the assigned 
alpha level of 10%, which conveyed potential market inefficiencies. 
In Nigeria, the rank sum test showed that the median of the TRB rule:(15, 15, 0.1%) 
was greater than the benchmark, and its p-value was less than 10%, meaning that the null 
hypothesis of identical medians was rejected. The TRB technique within the NSE was 
profitable and provided statistically significant results a total of 36 times. This success in trade 
strategy across most tests implied that Nigeria has the least efficient market among the selected 
nations, and that profits can be generated by using popular momentum-based trade strategies. 
The rank sum test showed more positive results for the TRB strategy than the t-test, particularly 
more in Egypt and Nigeria. 
Lastly, note that there existed instances of the TRB strategy where no trade signals were 
generated on the JSE. One of those instances was TRB rule:(7, 7, 5%), shown in the 
appendices. As noted in the literature, trade strategies applied to the JSE were and have been 
generally unprofitable, as reflected in the results of both the two-sample t-test and the rank sum 
tests. Both the t-test and rank sum tests showed that only one of the simulated trade strategies 
generated profitable buy or sell signals in South Africa, regardless of the outcome's statistical 
significance. 















NGA NSE:ALSI 21 38 59 Not Weak-form Efficient
EGY EGX30 0 32 32 Not Weak-form Efficient




In Table 7 above, we finally ranked the efficiencies of the chosen stock markets in a 
relative table showing how successful the various simulations of the trade strategy were. While 
we followed the approach of the seminal literature to test using technical trade strategies, we 
noted that there may still have existed a trade strategy that consistently outperformed the 
benchmarks of the JSE, and thus left the result as inconclusive. However, as Smith and 
Dyakova (2014) noted, the South African JSE:ALSI is the most efficient of the studied markets, 
and the results of the test support this. 
4.5 White’s Reality Check on the trade strategies 
The successful outcome of White’s Reality Check indicated that the above conclusions 
were based purely on trade strategies. The null hypothesis that the outcomes of the profitability 
of the trade strategies were based only on luck, was rejected for the trade strategies in all three 
nations. The p-values were all less than 1%, indicating that at any common significance level 
(10%, 5% or 1%), the trade strategy return outcomes were reliable, and that the p-values were 
not inflated through data snooping bias. As mentioned in Chapter three, White’s Reality check 
was not perfectly suited for a profitability test, but was used as a method to incrementally 
increase the credibility and robustness of the outcomes. The p-values are found below: 
Table 8: White’s Reality Check P-values, Source: own compilation 
 
4.6 Empirical Results and Analysis of Findings Summary 
While the outcomes of the two tests were compatible, the overall results of both the 
two-sample t-test and the rank sum test varied. In the Egyptian EGX30, seven out of forty 
simulations on the MA technique generated returns greater than the benchmark. More 
importantly however, none of these significantly differed statistically. When applying the rank 
sum tests to focus on the medians of the returns, the trade strategies performed slightly better 
in Egyptian and Nigerian stock markets. This followed, as the larger volatility of these indices 
Egypt Nigeria S. Africa




reduced the t-test’s ability to distinguish between the means of the returns. In South Africa’s 
JSE:ALSI, using any combination of the trade strategies to generate positive returns was 
largely unsuccessful because of market maturity, high liquidity, a lack of index volatility and 
transaction costs. The results showed that the Nigerian stock markets were not weak-form 
efficient and ranked as the least efficient in this study. The Egyptian stock market was also not 
weak form efficient but ranked as more efficient than Nigeria. There was no evidence to suggest 








This chapter concludes the study by highlighting the rationale for this minor 
dissertation, and how it will contribute to the study of the Efficient Market Hypothesis. The 
chapter also answers questions raised in the introduction, while assessing some of the study’s 
weaknesses. Lastly, we show where further research could be directed and what 
recommendations might follow. 
5.1  Rationale and outcomes of the study 
This study sought to determine if the selected African stock markets were weak-form 
efficient by testing the profitability of popular trade strategies under numerous permutations. 
The simulations conducted on the Egyptian (EGX30), Nigerian (NSE:ALSI) and South 
African (JSE:ALSI) stock exchanges from 2011 to 2017 provided varied results across the 
selected indices. The outcomes were mixed, implying that the selected nations were not 
unanimously weak-form efficient: there was a clear difference in efficiency among the three 
selected nations. Using the 10% significance level, we concluded that there was no evidence 
to suggest that South Africa’s stock markets were not weak-form efficient. However, the 
Egyptian and Nigerian markets showed enough evidence to conclude that they were both not 
weak-form efficient. The level of development of each economy, the volatility of returns, and 
the maturity/development of the market as well as the contribution the financial sector made 
to national GDP, appeared to correlate with the eventual returns of the trade strategies. South 
Africa, with its more established financial sector, highly liquid market and effective 
information transfer offered far fewer profitable buys and/or sells when compared to Egypt 
and Nigeria. The lower performance was driven by reduced volatility, lack of trade signals 




5.2  Limitations and opportunities for further research 
The study has two notable weaknesses, the primary weakness being the size and 
timing of the observation period. As mentioned in the methodology, data prior to 2010 could 
not be considered as we would have encountered the same issues that earlier researchers 
found in African markets (Osayuwu 2012; Smith & Dyakova, 2014), and thus the same 
problems that we have attempted to avoid. The benefit of a larger observation period would 
have been the ability to assess the evolution of market efficiency over time and through many 
economic cycles, and therefore introduce Adaptive Market Hypothesis concepts. However, 
this weakness will naturally be corrected as time passes, more data is gathered, and the 
periods of study for African EMH studies are extended. 
The second weakness stems from the fact that the testing in the EMH literature has 
largely been limited to weak-form market efficiency. In reality, markets are moved by the 
entire spectrum of information, and future tests should ascertain if certain markets are strong 
form efficient. The current testing methods are not sophisticated enough to test strong form 
efficiency, and tests for semi-strong efficiency are fairly new (Degutis & Novicktye, 2014). 
According to Goedhart, Koller and Wessels (2010), the results of semi-strong efficiency tests 
are incredibly varied and highly subjective. However, software to measure the sentimental 
impact of news on market indices has been introduced (for example Thomson Reuters, as 
early as 2017), and semi-strong efficiency tests were attempted in the Baltic states less than a 
decade ago by Laidroo (2008) and Eizentas, Krušinskas and Stankevičienė (2012) using 
event studies (Degutis & Novicktye, 2014). As this larger spectrum of data is collected over 






We also found that the buffers or filter rules on trade strategies were an effective 
method to control the frequency of buy/sell signals to reduce the cumulative transaction costs.  
JSE results best illustrated the negative effect of transaction costs. Previous literature has 
identified transaction costs as the key input variable which prevented many trade strategies 
from successfully exceeding the market benchmarks (Lai et al. 2002; Park & Irwin, 2007; 
Goedhart, 2010). Market efficiency tests with a focus on the impact of transaction costs in 
developed nations is a potential topic for further study. This follows, because daily market 
volatility is generally low in these markets, and the economic costs of a false trade signal are 
far higher. 
5.3  Study contributions and recommendations 
The study contributes to the small pool of academia in efficient market research in 
Africa and developing economies (Table 2). Having been conducted in a later period, the 
study does not share some of the data issues experienced by previous researchers. As more 
African nations begin to list more companies on their respective stock exchanges, the scope 
of study should be increased to attain more consistency in findings which, up to this point, 
have been varied. The Smith and Dyakova (2014) comparative study incorporated eight 
African nations in 2014, and the results were still negatively impacted by thin trade. We have 
noted that our conclusion that the South African JSE was the most weak-form efficient is 
consistent with findings from prior studies. Smith and Dyakova (2014) also found the South 
African market to be weak-form efficient, building more evidence that the JSE has been an 
efficient market since the 2000s. 
One of the potential benefits of this minor dissertation is an improved market 
perception of Africa for investment, as some markets were shown not to be weak-form 
efficient and are potentially profitable by applying technical trade strategies. This 




market asset allocation (mandate) from offshore portfolio investors (Lai et al. 2002), or 
potentially rebalance offshore investment to have a stronger bias towards African emerging 
markets. Recall that the study concluded that the Nigerian and Egyptian stock markets are not 
weak-form efficient and offer an opportunity to generate above benchmark returns through 
the application of trade strategies. As a result, with the use of a basic momentum trade 
strategy, it may be more profitable to reallocate investments to Egypt and Nigeria. Further, 
the exposed inefficiencies in the market may cause stock market regulators to consider 
revisiting current codes of conduct and/or laws for the respective stock markets of Egypt and 
Nigeria. As the EMH is underpinned by the fair and swift propagation of information 
throughout the market, the regulators may consider rules regarding Stock Exchange News 
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Figure 16: A5 RSA Foreign Investment 
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Figure 20: A9 EGX with MA signals 
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Figure 22: A11 EGX, 5, 10, 0.1% MA 
 












29-Apr-11 29-Apr-12 29-Apr-13 29-Apr-14 29-Apr-15 29-Apr-16
Cumulative returns
MA daily returns Benchmark daily returns
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 2 Period Index Sum 1.654       0.624     1.111       0.787     0.761     0.094      -1.252     -0.575     0.592      
Long Term 10 Transaction Count 174 102 1451 161 88 1479 205 110 1493
MA Buffer 0.0% Return Per Trans. 0.95% 0.61% 0.08% 0.49% 0.86% 0.01% -0.61% -0.52% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 0.0% Variance 0.04% 0.01% 0.02% 0.02% 0.00% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 100 T-Test P-Value 0.586       0.475     1 0.280     0.153     1 0.000       0.003       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 2 Period Index Sum 1.514       0.311     1.111       0.833     0.812     0.094      -1.293     -0.525     0.592      
Long Term 10 Transaction Count 176 107 1451 160 98 1479 208 114 1493
MA Buffer 0.1% Return Per Trans. 0.86% 0.29% 0.08% 0.52% 0.83% 0.01% -0.62% -0.46% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 0.1% Variance 0.04% 0.01% 0.02% 0.02% 0.00% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 100 T-Test P-Value 0.685       0.264     1 0.239     0.123     1 0.000       0.004       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 2 Period Index Sum 1.079       0.141     1.111       0.446     0.477     0.094      -1.654     0.102       0.592      
Long Term 10 Transaction Count 161 91 1451 124 63 1479 164 21 1493
MA Buffer 1.0% Return Per Trans. 0.67% 0.16% 0.08% 0.36% 0.76% 0.01% -1.01% 0.49% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 1.0% Variance 0.03% 0.01% 0.02% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 100 T-Test P-Value 0.971       0.193     1 0.509     0.459     1 0.000       0.198       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 2 Period Index Sum 0.428       0.229     1.111       0.034     -        0.094      -0.025     -          0.592      
Long Term 10 Transaction Count 27 4 1451 9 0 1479 2 0 1493
MA Buffer 5.0% Return Per Trans. 1.58% 5.72% 0.08% 0.38% n/a 0.01% -1.27% n/a 0.04%
TRB Buffer 5.0% Variance 0.01% 0.00% 0.02% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%




Table 10: T-Test MA rule: (5, 10), TRB rule: (2, 2), Source: own compilation 
 
 
Table 11: T-Test MA rule: (5, 15), TRB rule: (5, 5), Source: own compilation 
 
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 5 Period Index Sum 0.862       1.882     1.111       0.446     1.830     0.094      -1.821     -0.515     0.592      
Long Term 10 Transaction Count 151 319 1451 151 295 1479 183 343 1493
MA Buffer 0.0% Return Per Trans. 0.57% 0.59% 0.08% 0.30% 0.62% 0.01% -1.00% -0.15% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 0.0% Variance 0.04% 0.02% 0.02% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 2 T-Test P-Value 0.800       0.340     1 0.545     0.002     1 0.000       0.011       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 5 Period Index Sum 1.067       1.851     1.111       0.384     1.878     0.094      -1.578     -0.343     0.592      
Long Term 10 Transaction Count 147 340 1451 147 333 1479 180 375 1493
MA Buffer 0.1% Return Per Trans. 0.73% 0.54% 0.08% 0.26% 0.56% 0.01% -0.88% -0.09% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 0.1% Variance 0.04% 0.02% 0.02% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 2 T-Test P-Value 0.964       0.348     1 0.611     0.002     1 0.000       0.030       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 5 Period Index Sum 0.569       1.917     1.111       0.121     0.878     0.094      -0.715     -0.515     0.592      
Long Term 10 Transaction Count 126 323 1451 76 175 1479 81 149 1493
MA Buffer 1.0% Return Per Trans. 0.45% 0.59% 0.08% 0.16% 0.50% 0.01% -0.88% -0.35% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 1.0% Variance 0.02% 0.02% 0.02% 0.00% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 2 T-Test P-Value 0.501       0.301     1 0.925     0.155     1 0.001       0.010       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 5 Period Index Sum 0.083       0.606     1.111       -0.093   0.029     0.094      -0.003     -          0.592      
Long Term 10 Transaction Count 9 11 1451 6 2 1479 1 0 1493
MA Buffer 5.0% Return Per Trans. 0.92% 5.51% 0.08% -1.55% 1.44% 0.01% -0.25% #DIV/0! 0.04%
TRB Buffer 5.0% Variance 0.00% 0.01% 0.02% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 2 T-Test P-Value 0.090       0.462     1 0.663     0.898     1 0.101       0.104       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 5 Period Index Sum 0.757       2.147     1.111       0.546     1.818     0.094      -1.085     -0.460     0.592      
Long Term 15 Transaction Count 102 338 1451 95 313 1479 127 374 1493
MA Buffer 0.0% Return Per Trans. 0.74% 0.64% 0.08% 0.58% 0.58% 0.01% -0.85% -0.12% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 0.0% Variance 0.04% 0.02% 0.02% 0.02% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 5 T-Test P-Value 0.719       0.203     1 0.471     0.004     1 0.000       0.017       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 5 Period Index Sum 0.750       2.015     1.111       0.530     1.836     0.094      -0.987     -0.295     0.592      
Long Term 15 Transaction Count 101 361 1451 100 360 1479 123 407 1493
MA Buffer 0.1% Return Per Trans. 0.74% 0.56% 0.08% 0.53% 0.51% 0.01% -0.80% -0.07% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 0.1% Variance 0.04% 0.02% 0.02% 0.02% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 5 T-Test P-Value 0.711       0.256     1 0.485     0.004     1 0.001       0.043       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 5 Period Index Sum 0.875       1.707     1.111       0.242     1.074     0.094      -0.818     -0.399     0.592      
Long Term 15 Transaction Count 102 344 1451 80 190 1479 93 178 1493
MA Buffer 1.0% Return Per Trans. 0.86% 0.50% 0.08% 0.30% 0.57% 0.01% -0.88% -0.22% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 1.0% Variance 0.03% 0.02% 0.02% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 5 T-Test P-Value 0.794       0.448     1 0.777     0.083     1 0.001       0.023       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 5 Period Index Sum -0.250      0.696     1.111       -0.327   0.029     0.094      -0.067     -          0.592      
Long Term 15 Transaction Count 19 15 1451 8 2 1479 2 0 1493
MA Buffer 5.0% Return Per Trans. -1.32% 4.64% 0.08% -4.08% 1.44% 0.01% -3.33% n/a 0.04%
TRB Buffer 5.0% Variance 0.00% 0.01% 0.02% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%




Table 12: T-Test MA rule: (10, 15), TRB rule: (15, 15), Source: own compilation 
 
 
Table 13: T-Test MA rule: (2, 30), TRB rule: (50, 50), Source: own compilation 
 
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 10 Period Index Sum 0.404       1.776     1.111       0.160     1.623     0.094      -1.106     -0.625     0.592      
Long Term 15 Transaction Count 106 272 1451 97 253 1479 131 289 1493
MA Buffer 0.0% Return Per Trans. 0.38% 0.65% 0.08% 0.16% 0.64% 0.01% -0.84% -0.22% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 0.0% Variance 0.04% 0.02% 0.02% 0.02% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 15 T-Test P-Value 0.468       0.397     1 0.919     0.004     1 0.001       0.005       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 10 Period Index Sum 0.498       1.712     1.111       0.041     1.713     0.094      -0.973     -0.597     0.592      
Long Term 15 Transaction Count 107 289 1451 103 280 1479 135 307 1493
MA Buffer 0.1% Return Per Trans. 0.47% 0.59% 0.08% 0.04% 0.61% 0.01% -0.72% -0.19% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 0.1% Variance 0.04% 0.02% 0.02% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 15 T-Test P-Value 0.523       0.433     1 0.931     0.003     1 0.001       0.006       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 10 Period Index Sum 0.032       1.236     1.111       -0.410   0.655     0.094      -0.427     -0.417     0.592      
Long Term 15 Transaction Count 84 261 1451 47 140 1479 32 111 1493
MA Buffer 1.0% Return Per Trans. 0.04% 0.47% 0.08% -0.87% 0.47% 0.01% -1.34% -0.38% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 1.0% Variance 0.01% 0.02% 0.02% 0.00% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 15 T-Test P-Value 0.152       0.872     1 0.286     0.287     1 0.010       0.019       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 10 Period Index Sum -0.053      0.606     1.111       -0.017   0.029     0.094      -0.011     -          0.592      
Long Term 15 Transaction Count 3 11 1451 1 2 1479 1 0 1493
MA Buffer 5.0% Return Per Trans. -1.75% 5.51% 0.08% -1.72% 1.44% 0.01% -1.08% n/a 0.04%
TRB Buffer 5.0% Variance 0.00% 0.01% 0.02% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 15 T-Test P-Value 0.054       0.462     1 0.772     0.866     1 0.103       0.111       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 2 Period Index Sum 1.445       0.705     1.111       0.973     1.043     0.094      -1.840     -0.497     0.592      
Long Term 30 Transaction Count 80 131 1451 77 117 1479 141 132 1493
MA Buffer 0.0% Return Per Trans. 1.81% 0.54% 0.08% 1.26% 0.89% 0.01% -1.31% -0.38% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 0.0% Variance 0.04% 0.01% 0.02% 0.02% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 50 T-Test P-Value 0.741       0.554     1 0.174     0.054     1 0.000       0.005       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 2 Period Index Sum 1.457       0.480     1.111       0.960     1.118     0.094      -1.839     -0.477     0.592      
Long Term 30 Transaction Count 83 138 1451 74 130 1479 140 141 1493
MA Buffer 0.1% Return Per Trans. 1.76% 0.35% 0.08% 1.30% 0.86% 0.01% -1.31% -0.34% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 0.1% Variance 0.04% 0.01% 0.02% 0.02% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 50 T-Test P-Value 0.732       0.385     1 0.166     0.037     1 0.000       0.006       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 2 Period Index Sum 1.471       0.200     1.111       0.895     0.556     0.094      -1.123     -0.174     0.592      
Long Term 30 Transaction Count 77 116 1451 66 73 1479 112 32 1493
MA Buffer 1.0% Return Per Trans. 1.91% 0.17% 0.08% 1.36% 0.76% 0.01% -1.00% -0.54% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 1.0% Variance 0.04% 0.02% 0.02% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 50 T-Test P-Value 0.719       0.234     1 0.178     0.370     1 0.000       0.065       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 2 Period Index Sum 0.168       0.305     1.111       0.019     0.034     0.094      -0.313     -          0.592      
Long Term 30 Transaction Count 60 7 1451 36 1 1479 15 0 1493
MA Buffer 5.0% Return Per Trans. 0.28% 4.35% 0.08% 0.05% 3.38% 0.01% -2.09% n/a 0.04%
TRB Buffer 5.0% Variance 0.01% 0.00% 0.02% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%





Table 14: T-Test MA rule: (5, 30), TRB rule: (4, 4), Source: own compilation 
 
Table 15: T-Test MA rule: (10, 30), TRB rule: (10, 10), Source: own compilation 
 
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 5 Period Index Sum 1.122       2.099     1.111       0.802     2.051     0.094      -0.983     -0.480     0.592      
Long Term 30 Transaction Count 62 362 1451 58 338 1479 87 390 1493
MA Buffer 0.0% Return Per Trans. 1.81% 0.58% 0.08% 1.38% 0.61% 0.01% -1.13% -0.12% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 0.0% Variance 0.04% 0.02% 0.02% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 4 T-Test P-Value 0.991       0.231     1 0.246     0.001     1 0.000       0.018       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 5 Period Index Sum 1.064       1.959     1.111       0.799     2.112     0.094      -0.845     -0.311     0.592      
Long Term 30 Transaction Count 64 394 1451 56 397 1479 86 438 1493
MA Buffer 0.1% Return Per Trans. 1.66% 0.50% 0.08% 1.43% 0.53% 0.01% -0.98% -0.07% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 0.1% Variance 0.04% 0.02% 0.02% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 4 T-Test P-Value 0.963       0.294     1 0.246     0.001     1 0.001       0.044       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 5 Period Index Sum 1.049       1.492     1.111       0.753     1.213     0.094      -1.111     -0.205     0.592      
Long Term 30 Transaction Count 58 371 1451 55 197 1479 80 205 1493
MA Buffer 1.0% Return Per Trans. 1.81% 0.40% 0.08% 1.37% 0.62% 0.01% -1.39% -0.10% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 1.0% Variance 0.04% 0.02% 0.02% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 4 T-Test P-Value 0.950       0.630     1 0.236     0.044     1 0.000       0.074       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 5 Period Index Sum -0.183      0.696     1.111       -0.203   0.029     0.094      -0.197     -          0.592      
Long Term 30 Transaction Count 37 15 1451 21 2 1479 7 0 1493
MA Buffer 5.0% Return Per Trans. -0.50% 4.64% 0.08% -0.97% 1.44% 0.01% -2.82% n/a 0.04%
TRB Buffer 5.0% Variance 0.01% 0.01% 0.02% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 4 T-Test P-Value 0.066       0.549     1 0.492     0.866     1 0.038       0.111       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 10 Period Index Sum 0.750       1.780     1.111       0.163     -        0.094      -1.114     -0.616     0.592      
Long Term 30 Transaction Count 54 271 1451 51 0 1479 71 289 1493
MA Buffer 0.0% Return Per Trans. 1.39% 0.66% 0.08% 0.32% n/a 0.01% -1.57% -0.21% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 0.0% Variance 0.04% 0.02% 0.02% 0.02% 0.00% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 10 T-Test P-Value 0.720       0.394     1 0.912     0.807     1 0.000       0.005       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 10 Period Index Sum 0.814       1.717     1.111       0.130     -        0.094      -1.034     -0.589     0.592      
Long Term 30 Transaction Count 54 288 1451 53 0 1479 70 307 1493
MA Buffer 0.1% Return Per Trans. 1.51% 0.60% 0.08% 0.24% n/a 0.01% -1.48% -0.19% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 0.1% Variance 0.04% 0.02% 0.02% 0.02% 0.00% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 10 T-Test P-Value 0.768       0.430     1 0.954     0.807     1 0.000       0.006       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 10 Period Index Sum 0.780       1.236     1.111       0.162     -        0.094      -0.705     -0.385     0.592      
Long Term 30 Transaction Count 53 261 1451 47 0 1479 57 113 1493
MA Buffer 1.0% Return Per Trans. 1.47% 0.47% 0.08% 0.34% n/a 0.01% -1.24% -0.34% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 1.0% Variance 0.04% 0.02% 0.02% 0.01% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 10 T-Test P-Value 0.737       0.872     1 0.900     0.807     1 0.002       0.023       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 10 Period Index Sum -0.653      0.606     1.111       -0.358   -        0.094      -0.011     -          0.592      
Long Term 30 Transaction Count 25 11 1451 12 0 1479 3 0 1493
MA Buffer 5.0% Return Per Trans. -2.61% 5.51% 0.08% -2.98% n/a 0.01% -0.38% n/a 0.04%
TRB Buffer 5.0% Variance 0.01% 0.01% 0.02% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%





Table 16: T-Test MA rule: (2, 100), TRB rule: (20, 20), Source: own compilation 
 
 
Table 17: T-Test MA rule: (5, 100), TRB rule: (7, 7), Source: own compilation 
 
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 2 Period Index Sum 0.923       1.197     1.111       1.215     1.229     0.094      -0.551     -0.532     0.592      
Long Term 100 Transaction Count 44 201 1451 30 194 1479 57 207 1493
MA Buffer 0.0% Return Per Trans. 2.10% 0.60% 0.08% 4.05% 0.63% 0.01% -0.97% -0.26% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 0.0% Variance 0.05% 0.01% 0.02% 0.04% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 20 T-Test P-Value 0.864       0.908     1 0.203     0.025     1 0.012       0.006       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 2 Period Index Sum 0.912       1.088     1.111       1.191     1.208     0.094      -0.504     -0.586     0.592      
Long Term 100 Transaction Count 39 209 1451 29 212 1479 56 215 1493
MA Buffer 0.1% Return Per Trans. 2.34% 0.52% 0.08% 4.11% 0.57% 0.01% -0.90% -0.27% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 0.1% Variance 0.05% 0.01% 0.02% 0.04% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 20 T-Test P-Value 0.856       0.977     1 0.213     0.037     1 0.015       0.004       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 2 Period Index Sum 0.974       0.480     1.111       1.029     0.422     0.094      -0.652     -0.135     0.592      
Long Term 100 Transaction Count 37 180 1451 36 113 1479 62 71 1493
MA Buffer 1.0% Return Per Trans. 2.63% 0.27% 0.08% 2.86% 0.37% 0.01% -1.05% -0.19% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 1.0% Variance 0.05% 0.02% 0.02% 0.04% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 20 T-Test P-Value 0.899       0.422     1 0.280     0.521     1 0.007       0.083       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 2 Period Index Sum 0.878       0.614     1.111       0.791     0.034     0.094      -0.695     -          0.592      
Long Term 100 Transaction Count 40 10 1451 28 1 1479 46 0 1493
MA Buffer 5.0% Return Per Trans. 2.19% 6.14% 0.08% 2.82% 3.38% 0.01% -1.51% n/a 0.04%
TRB Buffer 5.0% Variance 0.02% 0.01% 0.02% 0.01% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 20 T-Test P-Value 0.783       0.470     1 0.193     0.876     1 0.001       0.111       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 5 Period Index Sum 0.500       1.802     1.111       1.173     1.807     0.094      -0.626     -0.528     0.592      
Long Term 100 Transaction Count 30 302 1451 16 287 1479 41 326 1493
MA Buffer 0.0% Return Per Trans. 1.67% 0.60% 0.08% 7.33% 0.63% 0.01% -1.53% -0.16% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 0.0% Variance 0.05% 0.02% 0.02% 0.04% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 7 T-Test P-Value 0.577       0.387     1 0.213     0.003     1 0.008       0.010       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 5 Period Index Sum 0.542       1.830     1.111       1.213     1.781     0.094      -0.660     -0.467     0.592      
Long Term 100 Transaction Count 28 320 1451 18 325 1479 43 346 1493
MA Buffer 0.1% Return Per Trans. 1.94% 0.57% 0.08% 6.74% 0.55% 0.01% -1.54% -0.13% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 0.1% Variance 0.05% 0.02% 0.02% 0.04% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 7 T-Test P-Value 0.601       0.356     1 0.200     0.004     1 0.006       0.015       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 5 Period Index Sum 0.654       1.802     1.111       1.019     0.891     0.094      -0.521     -0.453     0.592      
Long Term 100 Transaction Count 28 293 1451 24 160 1479 38 142 1493
MA Buffer 1.0% Return Per Trans. 2.33% 0.61% 0.08% 4.25% 0.56% 0.01% -1.37% -0.32% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 1.0% Variance 0.05% 0.02% 0.02% 0.03% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 7 T-Test P-Value 0.658       0.373     1 0.258     0.146     1 0.015       0.016       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 5 Period Index Sum 0.437       0.606     1.111       0.615     0.029     0.094      -0.340     -          0.592      
Long Term 100 Transaction Count 28 11 1451 22 2 1479 26 0 1493
MA Buffer 5.0% Return Per Trans. 1.56% 5.51% 0.08% 2.80% 1.44% 0.01% -1.31% n/a 0.04%
TRB Buffer 5.0% Variance 0.03% 0.01% 0.02% 0.01% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%





Table 18: T-Test MA rule: (10, 100), TRB rule: (3, 3), Source: own compilation 
 
Table 19: Rank Sum MA rule: (2, 10), TRB rule: (100, 100), Source: own compilation 
 
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 10 Period Index Sum -0.017      2.221     1.111       0.930     2.218     0.094      -0.331     -0.670     0.592      
Long Term 100 Transaction Count 21 375 1451 18 209 1479 23 405 1493
MA Buffer 0.0% Return Per Trans. -0.08% 0.59% 0.08% 5.17% 1.06% 0.01% -1.44% -0.17% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 0.0% Variance 0.03% 0.02% 0.02% 0.04% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 3 T-Test P-Value 0.195       0.194     1 0.320     0.000     1 0.059       0.006       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 10 Period Index Sum -0.098      1.839     1.111       0.922     2.394     0.094      -0.343     -0.379     0.592      
Long Term 100 Transaction Count 23 431 1451 18 235 1479 24 496 1493
MA Buffer 0.1% Return Per Trans. -0.43% 0.43% 0.08% 5.12% 1.02% 0.01% -1.43% -0.08% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 0.1% Variance 0.02% 0.02% 0.02% 0.04% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 3 T-Test P-Value 0.158       0.385     1 0.323     0.000     1 0.042       0.034       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 10 Period Index Sum 0.616       1.449     1.111       1.014     1.056     0.094      -0.291     -0.291     0.592      
Long Term 100 Transaction Count 20 411 1451 18 99 1479 29 250 1493
MA Buffer 1.0% Return Per Trans. 3.08% 0.35% 0.08% 5.63% 1.07% 0.01% -1.00% -0.12% 0.04%
TRB Buffer 1.0% Variance 0.05% 0.02% 0.02% 0.03% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 3 T-Test P-Value 0.641       0.676     1 0.255     0.073     1 0.043       0.051       1
Metric EGX_MA EGX_TRB EGX_B NSE_MA NSE_TRB NSE_B JSE_MA JSE_TRB JSE_B
Short Term 10 Period Index Sum 0.344       0.696     1.111       0.617     -        0.094      -0.333     -          0.592      
Long Term 100 Transaction Count 25 15 1451 20 0 1479 19 0 1493
MA Buffer 5.0% Return Per Trans. 1.38% 4.64% 0.08% 3.08% n/a 0.01% -1.75% n/a 0.04%
TRB Buffer 5.0% Variance 0.03% 0.01% 0.02% 0.01% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%
TRB lags 3 T-Test P-Value 0.416       0.549     1 0.314     0.807     1 0.017       0.111       1
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 2 Rank Sum 123 355       77 574         104 990       74 228          112 718      53 506         
Long Term 10 Expectation 140 679       78 795         130 400       68 552          172 278      86 873         
MA Buffer 0.0% Std. Error 1 529.00      1 608.68      1 549.41      1 514.85       1 585.19     1 540.02      
TRB Buffer 0.0% Test Statistic -11.33          -0.76            -16.40          3.75              -37.57         -21.67         
TRB lags 100 Rank Test p-value 0.0000 0.2991 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 2 Rank Sum 122 999       77 664         106 001       89 452          115 436      57 092         
Long Term 10 Expectation 142 472       82 925         129 506       76 832          175 122      89 432         
MA Buffer 0.1% Std. Error 1 529.94      1 610.09      1 548.94      1 519.69       1 586.60     1 541.46      
TRB Buffer 0.1% Test Statistic -12.73          -3.27            -15.17          8.30              -37.62         -20.98         
TRB lags 100 Rank Test p-value 0.0000 0.0019 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 2 Rank Sum 109 761       76 889         82 809         62 095          72 660        16 634         
Long Term 10 Expectation 129 122       69 797         97 970         48 290          134 312      15 813         
MA Buffer 1.0% Std. Error 1 522.85      1 603.34      1 531.75      1 502.66       1 565.85     1 496.96      
TRB Buffer 1.0% Test Statistic -12.71          4.42             -9.90            9.19              -39.37         0.55             
TRB lags 100 Rank Test p-value 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2917
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 2 Rank Sum 21 128         5 190           6 794           -                253             -              
Long Term 10 Expectation 19 845         2 894           6 656           -                1 487          -              
MA Buffer 5.0% Std. Error 1 457.93      1 559.50      1 475.99      n/a 1 487.50     n/a
TRB Buffer 5.0% Test Statistic 0.88             1.47             0.09             n/a -0.83           n/a




Table 20: Rank Sum MA rule: (5, 10), TRB rule: (2, 2), Source: own compilation 
 
Table 21: Rank Sum MA rule: (5, 15), TRB rule: (5, 5), Source: own compilation 
 
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 5 Rank Sum 97 561         310 476       97 363         298 631        91 608        307 529       
Long Term 10 Expectation 116 865       298 872       121 500       276 946        149 850      345 402       
MA Buffer 0.0% Std. Error 1 516.20      1 718.26      1 544.66      1 619.50       1 573.90     1 662.07      
TRB Buffer 0.0% Test Statistic -12.73          6.75             -15.63          13.39            -37.00         -22.79         
TRB lags 2 Rank Test p-value 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 5 Rank Sum 99 119         332 402       95 086         361 161        97 978        349 263       
Long Term 10 Expectation 114 264       323 459       117 968       327 212        148 007      380 432       
MA Buffer 0.1% Std. Error 1 514.77      1 728.65      1 542.75      1 640.71       1 572.96     1 675.87      
TRB Buffer 0.1% Test Statistic -10.00          5.17             -14.83          20.69            -31.81         -18.60         
TRB lags 2 Rank Test p-value 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 5 Rank Sum 92 010         336 020       55 996         183 248        38 756        136 132       
Long Term 10 Expectation 98 000         305 235       57 938         156 776        62 600        147 087       
MA Buffer 1.0% Std. Error 1 505.68      1 720.98      1 508.52      1 563.12       1 525.96     1 572.48      
TRB Buffer 1.0% Test Statistic -3.98            17.89           -1.29            16.94            -15.63         -6.97           
TRB lags 2 Rank Test p-value 0.0001 0.0000 0.1743 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 5 Rank Sum 5 648           15 255         2 439           1 808            276             -              
Long Term 10 Expectation 5 804           10 935         3 688           1 472            743             -              
MA Buffer 5.0% Std. Error 1 448.49      1 565.98      1 474.00      1 472.50       1 487.00     n/a
TRB Buffer 5.0% Test Statistic -0.11            2.76             -0.85            0.23              -0.31           n/a
TRB lags 2 Rank Test p-value 0.3966 0.0029 0.2787 0.4098 0.3797 n/a
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 5 Rank Sum 61 779         310 476       65 776         298 631        62 263        307 529       
Long Term 15 Expectation 78 795         298 872       73 508         276 946        100 625      345 402       
MA Buffer 0.0% Std. Error 1 494.61      1 718.26      1 517.76      1 619.50       1 547.72     1 662.07      
TRB Buffer 0.0% Test Statistic -11.38          6.75             -5.09            13.39            -24.79         -22.79         
TRB lags 5 Rank Test p-value 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 5 Rank Sum 62 529         332 402       65 152         361 161        60 385        349 263       
Long Term 15 Expectation 77 972         323 459       77 666         327 212        97 163        380 432       
MA Buffer 0.1% Std. Error 1 494.13      1 728.65      1 520.18      1 640.71       1 545.80     1 675.87      
TRB Buffer 0.1% Test Statistic -10.34          5.17             -8.23            20.69            -23.79         -18.60         
TRB lags 5 Rank Test p-value 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 5 Rank Sum 73 010         336 020       54 167         183 248        47 994        136 132       
Long Term 15 Expectation 78 795         305 235       62 000         156 776        73 377        147 087       
MA Buffer 1.0% Std. Error 1 494.61      1 720.98      1 510.96      1 563.12       1 532.28     1 572.48      
TRB Buffer 1.0% Test Statistic -3.87            17.89           -5.18            16.94            -16.57         -6.97           
TRB lags 5 Rank Test p-value 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 5 Rank Sum 10 487         15 255         1 521           1 808            162             -              
Long Term 15 Expectation 13 889         10 935         5 912           1 472            1 487          -              
MA Buffer 5.0% Std. Error 1 453.97      1 564.98      1 475.49      1 472.50       1 487.50     n/a
TRB Buffer 5.0% Test Statistic -2.34            2.76             -2.98            0.23              -0.89           n/a




Table 22: Rank Sum MA rule: (10, 15), TRB rule: (15, 15), Source: own compilation 
 
Table 23: Rank Sum MA rule: (2, 30), TRB rule: (50, 50), Source: own compilation 
 
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 10 Rank Sum 63 730         234 866       70 152         235 747        66 634        207 967       
Long Term 15 Expectation 82 097         232 247       74 338         215 986        104 975      254 282       
MA Buffer 0.0% Std. Error 1 496.54      1 688.53      1 518.24      1 592.02       1 550.12     1 623.63      
TRB Buffer 0.0% Test Statistic -12.27          1.55             -2.76            12.41            -24.73         -28.53         
TRB lags 15 Rank Test p-value 0.0000 0.0604 0.0089 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 10 Rank Sum 64 663         251 036       73 554         277 249        73 746        229 541       
Long Term 15 Expectation 82 925         249 264       79 336         242 972        108 473      269 837       
MA Buffer 0.1% Std. Error 1 497.03      1 696.36      1 521.15      1 604.45       1 552.03     1 630.48      
TRB Buffer 0.1% Test Statistic -12.20          1.04             -3.80            21.36            -22.38         -24.71         
TRB lags 15 Rank Test p-value 0.0000 0.1481 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 10 Rank Sum 61 099         248 218       28 076         130 431        14 365        77 791         
Long Term 15 Expectation 64 134         220 409       35 650         112 700        24 272        88 578         
MA Buffer 1.0% Std. Error 1 485.89      1 682.99      1 494.81      1 539.89       1 502.41     1 540.98      
TRB Buffer 1.0% Test Statistic -2.04            16.52           -5.07            11.51            -6.59           -7.00           
TRB lags 15 Rank Test p-value 0.0495 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 10 Rank Sum 1 484           11 417         59                1 808            160             -              
Long Term 15 Expectation 2 169           7 997           736              1 472            743             -              
MA Buffer 5.0% Std. Error 1 446.00      1 563.99      1 472.00      1 472.50       1 487.00     n/a
TRB Buffer 5.0% Test Statistic -0.47            2.19             -0.46            0.23              -0.39           n/a
TRB lags 15 Rank Test p-value 0.3566 0.0144 0.3590 0.4098 0.3694 n/a
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 2 Rank Sum 47 942         102 420       47 419         101 189        50 355        74 494         
Long Term 30 Expectation 60 119         103 097       58 748         91 988          112 868      105 848       
MA Buffer 0.0% Std. Error 1 483.46      1 621.66      1 509.01      1 528.38       1 554.42     1 550.60      
TRB Buffer 0.0% Test Statistic -8.21            -0.42            -7.51            6.02              -40.22         -20.22         
TRB lags 50 Rank Test p-value 0.0000 0.3656 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 2 Rank Sum 50 531         104 970       47 116         120 908        50 160        81 742         
Long Term 30 Expectation 62 525         109 089       56 320         103 136        111 987      112 868       
MA Buffer 0.1% Std. Error 1 484.92      1 626.02      1 507.55      1 534.62       1 553.95     1 554.42      
TRB Buffer 0.1% Test Statistic -8.08            -2.53            -6.10            11.58            -39.79         -20.02         
TRB lags 50 Rank Test p-value 0.0000 0.0161 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 2 Rank Sum 46 320         100 023       47 609         71 073          46 432        20 041         
Long Term 30 Expectation 58 520         90 422         49 888         56 320          88 578        24 272         
MA Buffer 1.0% Std. Error 1 482.49      1 615.44      1 503.64      1 507.55       1 540.98     1 502.41      
TRB Buffer 1.0% Test Statistic -8.23            5.94             -1.52            9.79              -27.35         -2.82           
TRB lags 50 Rank Test p-value 0.0000 0.0000 0.1266 0.0000 0.0000 0.0076
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 2 Rank Sum 36 496         8 067           19 706         1 471            1 557          -              
Long Term 30 Expectation 45 090         5 075           27 108         736               11 250        -              
MA Buffer 5.0% Std. Error 1 474.18      1 561.99      1 489.39      1 472.00       1 493.98     n/a
TRB Buffer 5.0% Test Statistic -5.83            1.92             -4.97            0.50              -6.49           n/a




Table 24: Rank Sum MA rule: (5, 30), TRB rule: (4, 4), Source: own compilation 
 
Table 25: Rank Sum MA rule: (10, 30), TRB rule: (10, 10), Source: own compilation 
 
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 5 Rank Sum 38 492         334 637       40 915         333 735        34 251        327 051       
Long Term 30 Expectation 45 872         324 540       42 728         303 408        66 725        364 493       
MA Buffer 0.0% Std. Error 1 474.67      1 729.10      1 499.23      1 630.82       1 528.40     1 669.65      
TRB Buffer 0.0% Test Statistic -5.00            5.84             -1.21            18.60            -21.25         -22.43         
TRB lags 4 Rank Test p-value 0.0000 0.0000 0.1920 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 5 Rank Sum 39 989         364 585       40 765         410 708        40 767        386 542       
Long Term 30 Expectation 48 224         359 660       41 938         368 338        66 725        417 600       
MA Buffer 0.1% Std. Error 1 476.14      1 743.46      1 498.74      1 657.21       1 528.40     1 690.00      
TRB Buffer 0.1% Test Statistic -5.58            2.82             -0.78            25.57            -16.98         -18.38         
TRB lags 4 Rank Test p-value 0.0000 0.0024 0.2938 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 5 Rank Sum 36 549         358 603       42 501         189 935        32 117        164 969       
Long Term 30 Expectation 43 529         334 314       41 938         162 338        61 778        172 278       
MA Buffer 1.0% Std. Error 1 473.20      1 733.15      1 498.74      1 565.94       1 525.48     1 585.19      
TRB Buffer 1.0% Test Statistic -4.74            14.01           0.38             17.62            -19.44         -4.61           
TRB lags 4 Rank Test p-value 0.0000 0.0000 0.3535 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 5 Rank Sum 21 078         15 255         10 671         1 808            370             -              
Long Term 30 Expectation 27 380         10 935         15 656         1 472            5 222          -              
MA Buffer 5.0% Std. Error 1 462.88      1 564.98      1 481.96      1 472.50       1 489.99     n/a
TRB Buffer 5.0% Test Statistic -4.31            2.76             -3.36            0.23              -3.26           n/a
TRB lags 4 Rank Test p-value 0.0000 0.0029 0.0014 0.4098 0.0020 n/a
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 10 Rank Sum 34 292         234 133       29 453         236 188        27 968        207 967       
Long Term 30 Expectation 39 644         231 255       37 216         173 570        55 238        254 282       
MA Buffer 0.0% Std. Error 1 470.75      1 688.07      1 495.79      1 571.56       1 521.57     1 623.63      
TRB Buffer 0.0% Test Statistic -3.64            1.70             -5.19            39.84            -17.92         -28.53         
TRB lags 10 Rank Test p-value 0.0005 0.0441 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 10 Rank Sum 35 282         250 286       30 969         279 362        29 771        229 541       
Long Term 30 Expectation 39 644         248 255       38 786         198 400        54 425        269 837       
MA Buffer 0.1% Std. Error 1 470.75      1 695.90      1 496.77      1 583.68       1 521.09     1 630.48      
TRB Buffer 0.1% Test Statistic -2.97            1.20             -5.22            51.12            -16.21         -24.71         
TRB lags 10 Rank Test p-value 0.0049 0.1155 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 10 Rank Sum 34 707         248 218       33 365         114 106        23 844        77 791         
Long Term 30 Expectation 39 644         220 409       35 650         76 832          43 148        88 578         
MA Buffer 1.0% Std. Error 1 470.75      1 682.99      1 494.81      1 519.69       1 514.23     1 540.98      
TRB Buffer 1.0% Test Statistic -3.36            16.52           -1.53            24.53            -12.75         -7.00           
TRB lags 10 Rank Test p-value 0.0014 0.0000 0.1241 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 10 Rank Sum 8 790           11 417         5 313           -                1 655          -              
Long Term 30 Expectation 18 350         7 997           8 892           -                2 232          -              
MA Buffer 5.0% Std. Error 1 456.94      1 562.99      1 477.49      n/a 1 488.00     n/a
TRB Buffer 5.0% Test Statistic -6.56            2.19             -2.42            n/a -0.39           n/a




Table 26: Rank Sum MA rule: (2, 100), TRB rule: (20, 20), Source: own compilation 
 
Table 27: Rank Sum MA rule: (5, 100), TRB rule: (7, 7), Source: own compilation 
 
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 2 Rank Sum 20 613         159 162       15 884         173 327        18 073        133 163       
Long Term 100 Expectation 31 949         164 300       20 972         158 626        43 947        174 173       
MA Buffer 0.0% Std. Error 1 465.83      1 655.45      1 485.43      1 564.06       1 514.72     1 586.13      
TRB Buffer 0.0% Test Statistic -7.73            -3.10            -3.43            9.40              -17.08         -25.86         
TRB lags 20 Rank Test p-value 0.0000 0.0032 0.0011 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 2 Rank Sum 18 608         401 044       15 958         495 910        17 662        457 161       
Long Term 100 Expectation 28 139         392 372       20 210         454 696        43 148        474 047       
MA Buffer 0.1% Std. Error 1 463.37      1 756.37      1 484.93      1 689.74       1 514.23     1 710.54      
TRB Buffer 0.1% Test Statistic -6.51            4.94             -2.86            24.39            -16.83         -9.87           
TRB lags 20 Rank Test p-value 0.0000 0.0000 0.0066 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 2 Rank Sum 16 118         161 144       19 451         105 317        18 715        51 978         
Long Term 100 Expectation 26 622         144 269       26 338         89 440          47 153        55 238         
MA Buffer 1.0% Std. Error 1 462.38      1 645.07      1 488.89      1 526.94       1 516.68     1 521.57      
TRB Buffer 1.0% Test Statistic -7.18            10.26           -4.63            10.40            -18.75         -2.14           
TRB lags 20 Rank Test p-value 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0402
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 2 Rank Sum 25 665         11 084         23 798         1 471            12 252        -              
Long Term 100 Expectation 29 660         7 265           20 972         736               35 213        -              
MA Buffer 5.0% Std. Error 1 464.36      1 563.49      1 485.43      1 472.00       1 509.32     n/a
TRB Buffer 5.0% Test Statistic -2.73            2.44             1.90             0.50              -15.21         n/a
TRB lags 20 Rank Test p-value 0.0097 0.0073 0.0286 0.3087 0.0000 n/a
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 5 Rank Sum 12 549         268 660       12 177         271 396        11 533        253 215       
Long Term 100 Expectation 21 344         261 450       11 888         250 088        31 283        293 058       
MA Buffer 0.0% Std. Error 1 458.92      1 701.86      1 479.48      1 607.65       1 506.85     1 640.47      
TRB Buffer 0.0% Test Statistic -6.03            4.24             0.20             13.25            -13.11         -24.29         
TRB lags 7 Rank Test p-value 0.0000 0.0000 0.4226 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 5 Rank Sum 11 364         288 063       12 183         323 209        11 494        275 938       
Long Term 100 Expectation 19 845         279 999       12 640         289 570        32 852        312 417       
MA Buffer 0.1% Std. Error 1 457.93      1 710.08      1 479.97      1 624.94       1 507.84     1 648.60      
TRB Buffer 0.1% Test Statistic -5.82            4.72             -0.31            20.70            -14.16         -22.13         
TRB lags 7 Rank Test p-value 0.0000 0.0000 0.3804 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 5 Rank Sum 13 582         288 256       15 617         150 874        12 874        100 402       
Long Term 100 Expectation 19 845         252 297       17 170         129 506        28 937        115 517       
MA Buffer 1.0% Std. Error 1 457.93      1 697.73      1 482.95      1 548.94       1 505.37     1 555.86      
TRB Buffer 1.0% Test Statistic -4.30            21.18           -1.05            13.80            -10.67         -9.71           
TRB lags 7 Rank Test p-value 0.0000 0.0000 0.2306 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 5 Rank Sum 15 727         11 417         18 682         1 808            9 507          -              
Long Term 100 Expectation 20 594         7 997           16 412         1 472            19 643        -              
MA Buffer 5.0% Std. Error 1 458.43      1 563.99      1 482.46      1 472.50       1 499.44     n/a
TRB Buffer 5.0% Test Statistic -3.34            2.19             1.53             0.23              -6.76           n/a




Table 28: Rank Sum MA rule: (10, 100), TRB rule: (3, 3), Source: own compilation 
 
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 10 Rank Sum 10 952         358 545       12 694         235 747        7 565          341 407       
Long Term 100 Expectation 15 372         338 684       13 392         215 986        17 342        381 578       
MA Buffer 0.0% Std. Error 1 454.96      1 734.95      1 480.47      1 592.02       1 497.95     1 676.31      
TRB Buffer 0.0% Test Statistic -3.04            11.45           -0.47            12.41            -6.53           -23.96         
TRB Lags 3              Rank Test p-value 0.0040 0.0000 0.3570 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 10 Rank Sum 11 691         410 636       12 127         277 249        8 991          453 223       
Long Term 100 Expectation 16 859         401 544       13 392         242 972        18 108        487 577       
MA Buffer 0.1% Std. Error 1 455.95      1 759.92      1 480.47      1 604.45       1 498.45     1 715.31      
TRB Buffer 0.1% Test Statistic -3.55            5.17             -0.85            21.36            -6.08           -20.03         
TRB Lags 3              Rank Test p-value 0.0007 0.0000 0.2769 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 10 Rank Sum 9 477           401 984       12 411         130 431        11 013        201 533       
Long Term 100 Expectation 13 889         378 734       12 640         112 700        21 953        215 883       
MA Buffer 1.0% Std. Error 1 453.97      1 751.04      1 479.97      1 539.89       1 500.93     1 606.14      
TRB Buffer 1.0% Test Statistic -3.03            13.28           -0.15            11.51            -7.29           -8.93           
TRB Lags 3              Rank Test p-value 0.0040 0.0000 0.3942 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Metric EGX_MA_B EGX_TRB_B NSE_MA_B NSE_TRB_B JSE_MA_B JSE_TRB_B
Short Term 10 Sum 11 532         15 255         15 852         1 808            5 860          -              
Long Term 100 Expectation 18 350         10 935         14 900         1 472            14 288        -              
MA Buffer 5.0% Std. Error 1 456.94      1 564.98      1 481.46      1 472.50       1 495.97     n/a
TRB Buffer 5.0% Test Statistic -4.68            2.76             0.64             0.23              -5.63           n/a
TRB Lags 3              Rank Test p-value 1.0000 0.0029 0.2602 0.4098 1.0000 n/a
